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A B S T R A C T

Will politics lead to over-building or under-building of transportation projects? In this paper, we develop a model
of infrastructure policy in which politicians overdo things that have hidden costs and underperform tasks whose
costs voters readily perceive. Consequently, national funding of transportation leads to overspending, since voters
more readily perceive the upside of new projects than the future taxes that will be paid for distant highways. Yet
when local voters are well-informed, the highly salient nuisances of local construction, including land taking and
noise, lead to under-building. This framework explains the decline of urban mega-projects in the US (Altshuler
and Luberoff, 2003) as the result of increasingly educated and organized urban voters. Our framework also
predicts more per capita transportation spending in low-density and less educated areas, which seems to be
empirically correct.
1. Introduction

Should we expect democratic governments to provide the socially
optimal level of transportation infrastructure, or will the democratic
process lead to either over- or underinvestment? Like all public actions,
transportation decisions will be shaped not only by voter preferences but
also by voter attention. Costs that are obvious, like the inconvenience of a
freeway to neighbors, will carry more weight than costs that are hidden,
like the budgetary costs of federal transfers for future generations.
Groups that are better informed and more politically active will receive
more benefits than the ill informed and the inactive.

The power of attention can explain why parties don't converge on the
preferred policies of the median voter. If different parties communicate
disproportionately with different groups, such as labor unions and
churches, then they will skew their policies to please the voters who are
listening more to their messages (Glaeser et al., 2005). If the workers in
protected industries pay more attention to tariff policy than consumers,
then protectionism will become attractive politics (Ponzetto, 2011). If
the value of future pension and health care benefits are more salient to
municipal workers than their costs are to voters, then public workers will
be paid disproportionately in such shrouded forms of compensation
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In this paper, we apply the logic of political attention to trans-

portation investment. In Section II, we begin by discussing the arc of
investment described Altshuler and Luberoff (2003). Their definitive
study of post-war American mega-projects describes three periods.
Initially, US cities, supported with federal subsidies, build mega-projects
and largely ignore the downsides of this building to local residents. In the
second period, local opposition, such as the Freeway Revolts, blocks
many of these projects. In the third period, mega-projects reappear, but
they are even more expensive because builders take great care to avoid
harming local residents.

While this arc is overly simplistic, it suggests that America may have
gone from a period of overbuilding to a period of underbuilding and
perhaps over-abatement of the downsides of construction. Our model is
meant to explain this transition and yield other testable implications
about infrastructure investment. We highlight two ways in which voter
attention skews transportation spending: spending elsewhere is not
salient while local nuisances are extremely salient.

The first distortion assumes that while voters can easily see the
benefits of a new highway, they don't pay much attention to the marginal
dollar added to the federal budget. Consequently, when the federal
o).
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government starts funding infrastructure, the incentive to spend becomes
stronger even when spending decisions are made at the national level.
Our attention model yields a microfounded version of Weingast's (1979)
“Law of 1/N” in which spending proceeds as if benefits are weighed only
against each jurisdiction's share of total costs. This force will lead to too
much spending, and may perhaps explain why America experienced so
much investment during the early postwar period.

The second distortion is that the physical downsides of construction
are even more salient to the neighbors of new infrastructure than the
benefits of that infrastructure are to its users. Those physical downsides
include noise, pollution and the use of eminent domain to acquire land.
The salience of these costs is well illustrated by the popular fury that
erupted in the Freeway Revolts and by the ardent opposition to private
and public construction that exists in many parts of the US today.

This second force can lead to underprovision of transportation
infrastructure and explain why the era of big building yielded to an era of
infrastructure caution. As urban residents became better educated and
better organized, the salience of these local costs becamemore important
to electoral politics. The salience of these costs to educated voters is one
explanation of the rise of “Not in My Back Yard” -ism or NIMBYism. The
model also predicts that once the harmed are sufficiently well informed,
infrastructure investment will decline with their income levels.

Our model shows that a perfectly calibrated federal funding strategy
can exactly offset the salience of local costs and yield the socially optimal
level of transportation investment. The ideal share of federal spending rises
with the knowledge mismatch between the local winners and losers from
transportation investment. The optimal federal subsidy also rises with the
nuisance costs of construction and the benefits of transportation to users,
assuming that the urbanites who suffer the costs are better informed.

Yet we suspect that this optimistic scenario is unlikely to reflect re-
ality, especially because a national funding policy cannot be well tailored
to local conditions. A funding strategy that yields optimal infrastructure
in dense and well-educated San Francisco is likely to be far too generous
to yield optimal infrastructure investment in less dense and more poorly
educated parts of America. Our model predicts that holding the federal
spending share constant, we should see more per capita investment in
low density areas and less investment in higher density areas.

We then include abatement investment to capture Altshuler and
Luberoff's (2003) third era of mega-projects. Abatement investments
reduce the costs of infrastructure to local residents, and one example might
be routing the infrastructure so that it avoids any dense neighborhoods and
any use of eminent domain. Once we allow abatement investment, then a
single federal funding share cannot yield an efficient level of abatement
and an efficient level of investment. If knowledge is particularly high
among those harmed by infrastructure, then this will require a generous
federal funding share, but that will also produce an excess of abatement
investment. This logic suggests that third era projects, like Boston's Big Dig,
may have spent too much on abating local nuisances.

We focus on spending decisions that are determined at the national
level, but we also consider the impact of local control over spending.
Typically, local control and financing will lead to underinvestment,
because local voters don't consider the benefits to outsiders. When lo-
calities receive a federal subsidy share of costs, then the optimal subsidy
can be either smaller or larger than with national decision-making,
because while local voters don't consider the tax implications to out-
siders, they also don't consider the infrastructure benefits to outsiders.

User fee financing will also impact investment because of its salience.
When user fees are more salient than taxes, then user fee financing will
tend to reduce investment. When federal funding cannot achieve the first
best on its own, then user fees can be used to fine tune the investment.

In Section VIII, we briefly discuss added implications of our model.
We predict that there will be more spending in low-density areas than in
high-density areas, because salient nuisances from construction are more
common in denser areas. Recent within-state spending patterns strongly
support this implication.

We also predict that highways will be sited in less education areas,
2

since less educated people are typically less politically aware and less
politically active (Galston, 2001). A robust literature shows that less
educated people are more likely to live near highways. Yet that pattern
also reflects post-construction geographic mobility. Brinkman and Lin
(2016) is the one paper we know that seems to show that highways are
built in less successful neighborhoods.

Our model also predicts that spending on abatement will be more
common in more educated areas. We lack direct data on abatement
spending. However, there is a strong pattern that better educated states
have larger highway disbursements per mile. One interpretation of this
fact is that these states are spending more to reduce the downsides of
highways, but that is more of a hypothesis than a fact.

Finally our model predicts that national control will lead to more
spending in places that receive more outside visitors. A comparison of the
US and the UK appears to support this fact, since US transportation
spending skews towards lower density states, while UK spending skews
towards London, which receives millions of visitors from elsewhere in the
UK. We hope that future work will provide more serious tests of our model.

This paper highlights two offsetting ways in which politics distorts
transportation spending. The national funding of local projects ensures
too little attention to the financial costs of those projects. The highly
salient nature of local nuisances ensures that too much weight will be
given to those nuisances. In an ideal world, these two political failures
balance each other out, but we doubt that they do in reality.

Our paper follows a growing theoretical literature on the connection
between voter knowledge and political outcomes. Coate and Morris
(1995) pioneered this literature, showing that politicians will transfer in
opaque and inefficient ways to reduce punishment by voters. Gavazza
and Lizzeri (2009) show that limited transparency can shape the flow of
transfers and increase debt levels. Glaeser and Ponzetto (2014) similarly
show how limited observability leads to excessive use of shrouded forms
of compensation for government employees, such as pensions and health
care. Boffa, Piolatto and Ponzetto (2016) explore how voter information
shapes the optimal federal structure of government, which relates to our
investigation of the impact of federal funding on transportation projects.

Our paper also follows a small but distinguished literature on the
political economy of transportation. Knight (2005) shows that constitu-
encies whose US representatives belong to the House Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure receive more infrastructure spending.
Brueckner and Selod (2006) show that heterogeneity within a city can
lead to underinvestment in transportation. De Borger and Proost (2016a)
examine the federal role in transportation spending, and find that in the
absence of institutional constraints, local decision-making outperforms
national decision-making when the majority of voters use the infra-
structure. De Borger and Proost (2016b) find that the presence of insti-
tutional constraints, such as uniform road pricing, may lead federal
decision-making to outperform local decision making.

2. The rise and decline of megaprojects

Between 1926 and 1939, America built six suspension bridges with
central spans that exceeded 500 m, and four of these were, at the time,
the longest in the world. Since 1964, we have built only two such bridges.
While the earlier bridges were often in the heart of great metropolitan
areas, the two more recent bridges were in far less dense settings.
American construction of long tunnels and urban highway miles has also
slowed dramatically relative to the post-war heyday of construction.

Altshuler and Luberoff's (2003) Mega-Projects provides the definitive
history of America's twentieth-century urban infrastructure building.
They describe three distinct phases. In the first phase, which largely ran
until the early 1960s, building proceeded with federal support and little
concern over local opposition. During that period, massive projects,
including New York's Lincoln Center, Chicago's Dan Ryan Expressway,
and San Francisco's Golden Gate Bridge, were constructed in the heart of
metropolitan areas.

During the second phase, community opposition coalesced, with early
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leaders such as Shirley Hayes and Jane Jacobs. These groups borrowed
techniques from the civil rights movement, and convinced urban leaders,
such as Carmine DeSapio, that pushing controversial projects was not in
their political self-interest. The third phase sawmega-projects commence
again, but with far more attention to community concerns. Boston's Big
Dig is their poster child for this third phase, in which builders, like Fred
Salvucci, were willing to spend billions to avoid disturbing neighbors.

A slight variation on their view is that community strength has grown
more or less continually since the mid-1950s. Activists have made it more
and more difficult to build projects, unless these projects are, like the Big
Dig, wrapped up in extremely expensive protections against community
harm and accompanied with other benefits for local residents. This view
emphasizes that the current environment is just far more restrictive than
the earlier era.

Three forces generated the spurt in infrastructure construction prior
to 1964. First, America's cities grew massively in the decades before
1930. New York's population doubled from 3.4 million to almost seven
million between 1900 and 1930; Chicago's population increased from 1.7
million to 3.38 million over the same three decades. The vast increase in
population increased the potential benefits from better transportation
connections, especially since, after 1898, New York City sprawled over
five boroughs, not just the island of Manhattan.

Second, a new transportation technology—the automobile—had
emerged in the last years of the nineteenth century. America's older cities
were built around very different transportation technologies, and drivers
could benefit enormously from limited-access highways, bridges and
tunnels. Master builder Robert Moses began his infrastructure career
building parkways in Long Island during the 1920s. Well-educated and
wealthy suburbanites were one natural constituency for these projects.
Many of the large mid-century infrastructure projects, and the later Big
Dig, can be seen as attempts to retrofit the city for the car.

Third, the Great Depression saw an unprecedented increase in federal
funding for local infrastructure projects. The federal government had
supported transportation linkages, including canals and the interconti-
nental railroad, since the nineteenth century. The economic downturn,
however, turned infrastructure into a counter-recessionary tool, and
federal infrastructure money flowed to local leaders, like New York's
Fiorello La Guardia. Eisenhower maintained the national interest in
funding infrastructure through his support of the highway system.

Rising urban populations, the car and Federal funding produced the
first era of expansive infrastructure, epitomized perhaps by Robert
Moses, who built highways, bridges, pools and parks throughout the
greater New York area. During the 1950s, Moses first started experi-
encing pushback against his proposals. The organized opposition
emerged first among better-educated pockets of the population.

Robert Caro's (1974) biography of Moses highlights two early defeats
for the builder: his proposal to run Fifth Avenue through Washington
Square Park in 1952, and an expanded parking lot for Tavern on the Green
in 1956. In both cases, Moses was trying to make New York City more car
friendly. In both cases, well-heeled New Yorkers opposed Moses by orga-
nizing letter-writing campaigns and used the media and the courts ably.

These techniques would be repeated and refined over the next two
decades. Jane Jacobs had been a foot-soldier in the battle over Wash-
ington Square Park, but she would become a general fighting Robert
Moses' attempt to build the Lower Manhattan Expressway during the
1960s. Jacobs ably organized rallies, obtained celebrity support and
disrupted meetings of the city's board of estimate. Jacobs was also part of
the movement to establish the Greenwich Village Historic Preservation
District, which effectively ended any possibility of mega-projects in the
area. Such districts are one example of the post-1960 barriers to building
and they have spread throughout the country.

Opposition to new projects also became a nationwide phenomenon in
the late 1950s and 1960s. In 1956, a “freeway revolt” started in San
Francisco against the elevated Embarcadero Freeway. In Boston, activists
like Father Paul McManus, community activist Chuck Turner and even
engineers like the young Fred Salvucci and James Morey helped organize
3

effective opposition to an inner beltway project. Even in Atlanta, the
Morningside/Lenox Park Association was formed in 1965 to combat the
construction of Interstate 485.

The 1950s and 1960s were a great epoch of community activism
regarding civil rights, the Vietnam War and urban construction projects.
In all cases, citizens took action against elected leaders and used tech-
niques of civil disobedience, mass organization and media relations.
These disparate movements learned from one another, and effectively
produced a form of social capital that was able to impose costs on po-
litical leaders. In many cases, the leaders of this movement were well
educated, but in other cases, their skills were learned “on the job.”

The net result of this growth in social capital is that it became much
harder for infrastructure projects to ignore community opposition.
Altshuler and Luberoff's (2003) third phase is the natural outcome of this
change: projects could only proceed if they effectively ameliorated all of
the local residents concerns. Consequently, project costs became higher
and projects became more rare. The next section of the paper presents a
formal model of this transformation.

3. Model setup

We consider a simple spatial model that consists of three discrete
geographic units: the city, the suburbs, and the rest of the country. We
consider investment in a transportation system in the city that will
benefit both the city and the suburbs, and may generate positive spill-
overs for the rest of the country too.
3.1. The economy

Each location l 2 fc; s; rg has a homogeneous population with mass nl
and earnings per capita wly, where wl measures relative earnings and y
average income. We normalize total population to unity, so

P
lnl ¼ 1 andP

lnlwl ¼ 1. Earnings determine the amount of taxes paid and the ben-
efits of transportation.

Each individual takes a number ql of trips using the city's transportation
system, with minfqc; qsg> qr � 0. This formulation enables us to consider
national spillovers from investment in the city, while naturally assuming
that the infrastructure is used mostly by local residents. Moreover, we can
study both projects like a subway that are used most intensively by city
residents (qc > qs) and others like radial highways that mostly benefit
suburbanites instead (qs > qc). The assumption that ql is an exogenous
parameter rather than an endogenous choice considerably simplifies our
algebra and enables us to focus most sharply on the political-economy
distortion at the core of our analysis. On the other hand, it admittedly
sidesteps many interesting aspects of transportation policy, such as
network effects and the behavioral response to new projects.

While the roads in our model do get congested, we do not have an
intensive driving margin. Consequently, the construction of new roads
does not generate new demand that causes excess congestion. This means
that our model fails to generate the Downs-Thomson paradox that is
empirically verified by Duranton and Turner (2011). Roads, in this
model, actually do reduce congestion. If we allowed an intensive driving
option, then the benefits of new roads would presumably decline. If roads
had fewer benefits, then the downsides of NIMBYism typically would fall
too. The costs of NIMBYism would reappear, however, if we also allowed
congestion pricing, because that would bring the benefits of new con-
struction back up.

The opportunity cost of time spent in transit is proportional to earn-
ings. Each trip through the city requires time t, so the total opportunity
cost of travel for a resident of location l equals γtqlwly.

Transportation investment i reduces the time required for each trip in
the city according to t ¼ T(i)G(q), where q ¼Plnlql is the total number of
trips through the city, and the functions satisfyG(q)> 0,G0ðqÞ>0, T(i)> 0,
T 0ðiÞ< 0 and T 00ðiÞ>0 with limi→0T 0ðiÞ ¼ �∞ and limi→∞T 0ðiÞ ¼ 0. This
structure is far from wholly general but it nests natural assumptions about



1 This assumption simplifies the analytical derivations but hardly involves a loss of
generality. In a symmetric pure-strategy Nash equilibrium of the platform-proposal game
the policy proposals are independent of the specific distribution of ψv.

2 The assumption that information arrives independently across agents simplifies our
exposition but is not necessary for our analysis. The model is robust to any correlation of
information across agents, with kl denoting the expected share of region-l residents that
reach the election having observed policy proposals.
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transport spending and congestion. For example, we could specify
t ¼ i�αqαþβ, such that time per trip declines isoelastically with investment
per trip but rises isoelastically with the total number of trips because of
congestion.

On the other hand, investing in infrastructure creates an inconve-
nience cost for city residents. This cost is proportional to both the amount
of spending and the opportunity cost of time, and thus equals ziwcy. This
inconvenience cost can reflect both the sound and disturbance of the
construction and the negative externalities from the infrastructure to
nearby residents once it is operational, which can include both air
pollution and noise. This inconvenience cost can also include the costs of
relocation, and even neighborhood demolition. We assume that this term
is proportional to wages because many of these costs are time-related,
including the disturbed sleep, illness and the inconvenience of moving.
We will later allow the inconvenience level z to be reduced at a cost,
assuming that the builders can choose to build in ways that create
massive relocation of households, like the early Robert Moses projects, or
in ways that keep existing neighborhoods largely intact.

The cash cost of investment is partly paid locally by the metropolitan
area and partly defrayed through national taxes. We assume that taxes are
not distortive but proportional to income. This could be because they are
levied in the form of property taxes, or because they are income taxes but
employment is lumpy: the representative resident of location lworks a full-
time job that provides net earnings (1� τl) wly, and travel time reduces his
leisure, whose opportunity cost γwly is independent of taxation.

In particular, we assume that a share λ of total investment i is financed
locally through a uniform metropolitan tax τm on the city and the sub-
urbs. Our definition of income shares implies that aggregate income in
the metropolitan area is (ncwc þ nsws) y¼ (1� nrwr) y. As a result, we can
write the local budget constraint as

τm ð1� nrwrÞ y ¼ λi; (1)

where the left-hand side equals local tax revenue and the right-hand side
equals the amount of local financing of transportation investment. The
remaining share 1 � λ of investment is defrayed through a uniform
nationwide tax τr. Since national income is y, the national budget
constraint is

τry ¼ ð1� λÞi; (2)

where the left-hand side equals national tax revenue and the right-hand
side equals the amount of national financing of transportation invest-
ment. Assuming quasilinear utility, the welfare of city resi-
dents equals:

UcðiÞ ¼ ½1� τm � τr � γTðiÞGðqÞqc � zi�wcy; (3)

the welfare of suburbanites equals:

UsðiÞ ¼ ½1� τm � τr � γTðiÞGðqÞqs�wsy; (4)

and the welfare of the representative resident of the rest of the coun-
try equals:

UrðiÞ ¼ ½1� τr � γTðiÞGðqÞqr�wry: (5)

3.2. Electoral politics

Transportation investment is chosen by politicians facing electoral
incentives. We model policy-making as the outcome of an electoral
process with binding platform commitments but imperfectly and het-
erogeneously informed voters, following Ponzetto (2011) and Glaeser
and Ponzetto (2014).

The election is contested by two parties, labelled D and R, whose only
goal is to win office and which accordingly choose their policy proposals
iD and iR to maximize the probability of obtaining a majority of the votes
4

cast. The electorate consists of a measure-one continuum of voters.
Following the probabilistic-voting approach (Lindbeck and Weibull,
1987), voters' preferences for the competing parties comprise two inde-
pendent elements. Each resident of location l derives utility Ul(i) from the
transportation investment enacted by the winner of the election. More-
over, the two parties have fixed characteristics, such as ideology or the
personal qualities of party leaders, that cannot be credibly altered with
the choice of an electoral platform; and each voter v has individual tastes,
respectively ξDv and ξRv , for these characteristics.

In the standard probabilistic-voting model, parties choose binding
policy platforms and all voters perfectly observe them. We relax the
assumption of perfect information, and instead consider a random pro-
cess of imperfect information acquisition. Information arrives indepen-
dently across agents. By the time the election is held, a resident of
location l has observed policy proposals with probability kl 2 ½0;1�. With
complementary probability 1 � kl the voter reaches the election
completely uninformed, though with rational expectations.

A growing body of literature shows how the level of voter knowledge
shapes the provision of infrastructure and political outcomes more
generally. Str€omberg (2004) documents that there were more New Deal
projects in areas that had more radio listeners during the 1930s. Gerber
et al. (2009) show that randomly exposing voters to either left-wing or
right-wing newspapers led to increased support for Democratic candi-
dates in 2006. Ferraz and Finan (2008) find that the exposure of corrupt
mayors in Brazil led voters to elect new leaders. Bj€orkman and Svensson
(2009) train communities to monitor health-care providers and find that
this improves health care provision, health care utilization and
health outcomes.

Given his information Iv, voter v votes forms rational beliefs ð~iD;~iRÞ
about the policies the two candidates have proposed and would respec-
tively enact if elected. Although each atomistic voter has probability zero
of deciding the election with his ballot, we set aside the rational-voter
paradox through the conventional assumption that voting is costless, so
all agents turn out to vote. As a consequence, a voter's decision is sum-
marized by his preference to support one party over the other. Voter v
from location l chooses to support party R if and only if

E
�
Ul

�
~iD
���Iv�þ ξDv � E

�
Ul

�
~iR
���Iv�þ ξRv : (6)

An individual's relative assessment of the two candidates' non-policy
characteristics can be disaggregated into a common and an idiosyncratic
component: ξDv � ξRv ¼ Ψþ ψ v. Both Ψ and ψv are unobservable to poli-
ticians, and independently drawn from common-knowledge probability
distributions. The common shock Ψ accounts for the aggregate uncer-
tainty in the electoral outcome. The idiosyncratic shock ψv provides the
intensive margin of political support, and is independent and identically
distributed across agents. For the sake of clarity, we assume that ψv has a
uniform distribution with support ½�ψ ;ψ � sufficiently wide that each
voter's ballot is not perfectly predictable on the basis of policy consid-
erations only.1

All residents of each location l 2 fc; s; rg have an identical utility
functionUl(i) and identical information-acquisition probabilities kl. Since
there is a continuum of agents in each location and the arrival of infor-
mation is independent across agents, these probabilities coincide with
the shares of voters from each group that have observed policy
proposals.2
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4. Policy formation

In this section, we discuss the distributive tensions across regions that
surround infrastructure investment, and how they are resolved through
electoral politics.
3 For similar reasons, residents of the metropolitan area are less enthusiastic about
investment if the local tax base is relatively small, i.e., if nrwr is large.

4 Residents of the metropolitan area are also more reluctant to support investment
when the local tax base is small, so local financing has a higher impact per capita. Thus, qcr
and qsr are both smaller if nrwr is large.
4.1. Preference conflict

To simplify notation, let Γ ≡ γGðqÞ denote the cost of congestion. The
preferences of the representative resident of each region are a concave
function ul (i) with a unique, strictly positive bliss point il, which is
implicitly defined by:

ΓjT 0ðilÞjyql ¼ 1� λþ λ
1� 1l¼r

1� nrwr
þ yz1l¼c; (7)

where 1l¼r is an indicator variable for the rest of the country and 1l¼c for
the city center. This condition simply equates marginal benefits for the
location on the left-hand side and unit costs for the location on the right-
hand side.

Themarginal benefits reflect the returns to the investment technology
(T 0) and thus they are decreasing in the amount of investment. They also
reflect the amount of congestion that infrastructure relieves (Γ) and
aggregate income (y), which raises the cost of congestion one-to-one. The
only region-specific element is the amount of usage per capita (ql).

Benefits also scale with the relative size of the region's economy (nlwl),
but so do costs. Hence, the right-hand side captures the unit cost of in-
vestment per unit of regional income. This cost comprises two components:
the direct cash cost, and the inconvenience imposed on city residents. For
the share or investment that is financed nationally (1 � λ), there is a unit
cash cost per unit of income. For the share that is financed locally (λ), res-
idents of the rest of the country pay no cash cost, but the contributions of
residents of the city and its suburbs scales up in inverse proportion to the
size of the metropolitan economy relative to the national total (1 � nrwr).
Finally, the inconvenience cost falls exclusively on city residents, and it is
proportional to income as well as to the inconvenience parameter (z).

The distributive tensions that shape the politics of transportation in-
vestment are captured by the comparative statics on the bliss points.

Proposition 1. Each region’s desired investment increases with the cost of
congestion (∂il=∂Γ>0), with aggregate income (∂i=∂y > 0), and with its own
residents’ infrastructure usage (∂il=∂ql >0). The city's desired investment de-
creases with the inconvenience it causes (∂ic=∂z< 0). An increase in local
financing reduces the investment desired by local taxpayers but increases the
investment desired by outsiders (∂ic=∂λ< 0, ∂is=∂λ< 0 and ∂ir=∂λ>0).

The first results highlights two responses that all citizens qualitatively
agree on. If congestion is a more pressing problem, more infrastructure is
needed to relieve it. Moreover, the opportunity cost of time spent trav-
elling is proportional to income, so higher incomes increase the benefit of
infrastructure investments that reduce travel times. The nuisance costs of
construction are also proportional to wages, but since the first order
condition weighs a benefit that is wholly proportional to wages against
costs that are only partially proportional to wages, the overall impact of
wage increases must be to make construction more appealing.

Two other unsurprising sets of comparative statics highlight benefits
and costs that only one region internalizes. Infrastructure becomes more
appealing when people take more trips: rising numbers of automobile
users increased the case for investing in urban expressways and the
interstate highway system. Naturally, each region is concerned with its
own usage needs: residents are willing to share a higher burden if they
expect to use the infrastructure more. Higher inconvenience costs natu-
rally mean that infrastructure becomes socially costlier, but this cost is
only felt by the city itself.

The final set of results in Proposition 1 show how local support for
infrastructure spending depends on the source of tax revenues. Intui-
tively, every region likes more investment the more it can free ride. When
5

local residents are particularly responsible for paying for the infrastruc-
ture, then they will want less of it, and if non-metropolitan residents pay
for the bulk of the infrastructure then they will want more of it, as long as
the nuisance costs are not too high. This can help explain why infra-
structure spending became far more popular—locally—after World War
II. Since projects were being significantly funded by voters in other cities
and states, then local leaders became enthusiastic about large projects.
Conversely, greater local financing raises investment demand from the
rest of the country, which can enjoy positive spillovers without having to
defray construction costs.3

We complete our description of distributive conflict by characterizing
the ranking of the regions from the most opposed to the most enthusiastic
about infrastructure.

Proposition 2. Suppose that residents of the suburbs use infrastructure no
less than city residents (qs � qc). Then residents of the suburbs desire strictly
more investment than city residents (is > ic). Moreover, there are two thresh-
olds for usage spillovers outside the metropolitan area:

qcr ≡
ð1� λÞqc

1þ λnrwr=ð1� nrwrÞ þ yz

and

qsr ≡
ð1� λÞqs

1þ λnrwr=ð1� nrwrÞ;

with qsr > qcr > 0, such that residents of the rest of the country want the least
infrastructure if usage spillovers are low (qr < qcr ⇔ is > ic > ir), more infra-
structure than city residents but less than residents of the suburbs if usage
spillovers are intermediate (qcr < qr < qsr ⇔ is > ir > ic), and the most investment
if usage spillovers are high (qr > qsr ⇔ ir > is > ic).

City residents are more opposed to construction when income or inconve-
nience are higher (∂qcr=∂y< 0 and ∂qcr=∂z<0). Residents of the city and
the suburbs are more favorable to construction when their own usage is
higher (∂ ln qcr=∂ ln qc ¼ ∂ ln qsr=∂ ln qs ¼ 1) and when federal financing is
higher (∂qcr=∂λ<0 and ∂qsr=∂λ<0).

Within the metropolitan area, there are two drivers of preference het-
erogeneity. First, city residents alone suffer the inconvenience of infra-
structure investment. Second, residents of the city and the suburbs have
different needs for the infrastructure. If suburbanites use infrastructure at
least as much as urbanites do (qs � qc), both forces point in the same di-
rection: the suburbs are then unambiguously more gung-ho about con-
struction than the central city. This is also true if the city uses the
infrastructure more intensively, so long as inconvenience costs are suffi-
ciently high.

For residents of the rest of the country, the key preference drivers are
spillovers (qr) and federal subsidies (1 � λ). Intuitively, if funding is fully
local, outsiders are the keenest promoters of local infrastructure that gen-
erates any positive externalities whatsoever (limλ→1qcr ¼ limλ→1qsr ¼ 0).
Conversely, if funding is fully national then outsiders and suburbanites face
the same calculation, so the most intensive users will be the most enthusi-
astic supporters of construction (limλ→0qsr ¼ qs).

Proposition 2 details the more general but equally intuitive taxon-
omy. Outsiders are even less keen on infrastructure than central-city
residents if spillovers and local funding are low while inconvenience
and within-city usage are high. Outsiders are even keener on infra-
structure than suburbanites if spillovers and local funding are high while
suburban usage is low. They are the intermediate constituency for in-
termediate parameter values.4
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4.2. Equilibrium investment

Electoral competition with imperfectly informed voters and an
intensive margin of political support elicits from both parties the equi-
librium policy proposal:

i ¼ argmaxi�0

X
l

klnlUlðiÞ: (8)

Intuitively, a politician gains support if his policy proposals are more
attractive for the voters who learn about them. The intensive margin of
political support makes the relationship continuous: a candidate's prob-
ability of victory increases smoothly with his platform's appeal to
informed voters.

Equilibrium policies aggregate the preferences of different groups,
but their weight in politicians' objective function aren't identical, as ef-
ficiency maximization would require. Instead, voters' preferences are
weighted by their level of information, because so is their response to
policy proposals. An uninformed agent would fail to notice a deviation
from the expected policy choice, and thus could not react to such a de-
viation when casting his vote. Politicians optimally choose policy pro-
posals that cater disproportionately to the preferences of those voters
who are disproportionately likely to observe them, because only those
voters' ballots reflect directly the policy commitments.

The equilibrium policy proposal is characterized by the first-order
condition

P
lklnlU

0
l ðiÞ ¼ 0. Given the utility functions in Equations

(3)–(5), we can write out explicitly the equilibrium condition:

ΓjT 0ðiÞjy
X
l

klqlnlwl ¼
X
l

kl

�
1� λþ λ

1�1l¼r

1� nrwr

�
nlwl þ yzkcncwc: (9)

The left-hand side describes the political salience of the benefits from
infrastructure. The summation on the right-hand side reflects the asso-
ciated tax burden. The final term reflects the inconvenience costs
imposed on city residents.

Equilibrium investment remains responsive to the basic drivers of
its efficiency.

Corollary 1. Investment increases with the cost of congestion (∂i=∂Γ> 0),
with aggregate income (∂i=∂y >0), and with the number of trips using the
system (∂i=∂ql >0). It decreases with the inconvenience it causes to city resi-
dents (∂i=∂z<0).

The comparative statics of Corollary 1 are unsurprising and follow
directly from Proposition 1. When people take more trips, these trips
become more time-consuming, the opportunity cost of time rises, or
nuisance costs decline, all citizens demand (weakly) more investment. As
a consequence, not only efficient investment but also equilibrium in-
vestment rises.

Yet, though the political calculus does reflect the social costs and
benefits of transportation investment, it does so only qualitatively.
Quantitatively, electoral politics do not correctly internalize all the social
impacts of infrastructure spending. As a consequence, equilibrium in-
vestment can be too high or too low relative to the optimum.

We define efficient investment i� as the investment level that mini-
mizes the sum of construction and commuting costs, which is equivalent
to maximizing social welfare with equal weights for all citizens. We can
write out explicitly the optimality condition:

ΓjT 0ði�Þjy
X
l

qlnlwl ¼
X
l

�
1� λþ λ

1� 1l¼r

1� nrwr

�
nlwl þ yzncwc: (10)

This optimality condition and the equilibrium condition in Equation
(9) coincide if citizens in all locations are equally informed (kc ¼ ks ¼ kr).
We can then summarize the equilibrium policy distortion as follows.

Proposition 3. In the political equilibrium, investment in transportation is
excessive if and only if:
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Ω≡ ln
T 0ði�Þ ¼ ln l

klqlnlwlP

T 0ðiÞ

P
l
qlnlwl

� ln
ð1� λÞP

l
klnlwlþ λ

P
l≠r

klnlwl=ð1�nrwrÞþyzkcncwc

1þ yzncwc
>0:

We measure overinvestment by the ratio of the marginal productivity
of investment at the optimum and in equilibrium. This index is appro-
priate for any neoclassical production function, but in particular for an
isoelastic function it would be proportional to the ratio of investment
levels themselves: if T(i) ¼ i�α then Ω ¼ ð1þ αÞðln i� ln i�Þ. Substanti-
vely, overinvestment or underinvestment in infrastructure depends on
the geographic spread of information.

The first term equals the share of travel costs incurred by informed
voters. This captures political misperception of the marginal benefits of
construction due to the covariance between knowledge and infrastruc-
ture use. Formally, it is the logarithm of the share of travel costs incurred
by informed voters. When all three locations are equally informed, then
the first term equals the overall population share of informed voters.
When people who use the infrastructure rarely are better informed, then
the first term is smaller. When infrastructure users are particularly well
informed, then the first term is larger.

The second term equals the share of the unit costs of constructions
borne by informed voters. It captures the political misperception of
construction costs. As the denominator highlights, each unit of invest-
ment has a unit cash cost plus the cost of inconvenience for city residents.
Thus, the first addend in the numerator is the share of the total cost that
consists of national taxes paid by informed taxpayers. It multiplies the
share of federal financing by the share of federal taxes paid by informed
voters. This is higher than the overall population share of informed voters
if richer regions are better informed about the project, and lower if in-
formation is higher instead in poorer regions.

The second addend is the share of total costs that consists of local
taxes paid by informed voters. This term multiplies the share of the
project that is being funded locally and the share of local taxation
defrayed by informed taxpayers. When local residents are particularly
well informed and they are paying a large share of the total project's
costs, then this term is higher than the overall share of informed voters
and as a result investment is likely to be too small.

Finally, the third addend is the share of total costs that consists of
inconvenience suffered by informed voters. Since only city-dwellers
incur these costs, what matters here is their information relative to the
population as a whole. When the city-dwellers are ill-informed, as
perhaps some urban populations were immediately after World War II,
then the tendency will be to ignore the nuisance problems and overbuild.
When the city-dwellers are particularly well-informed, as they may well
be in the modern era, then nuisance costs will loom particularly large in
the political calculus and under-investment will be the larger problem.

We have chosen to model political biases as reflections of knowledge,
but of course, political clout can differ across groups for other reasons as
well. Urban or suburban voters may be better organized or more likely to
be vote or more likely to be marginal voters. Such differences would act
just like information in our model, and lead the preferences of the more
powerful group to matter more in equilibrium. It is possible, therefore,
that the US experienced too much building during the Moses era not
because urban voters were uninformed but because they were ill orga-
nized. The organizing work by Shirley Hayes and Jane Jacobs can be seen
as a shift in the political power of the urbanites. Equivalently, of course,
their work can also be seen as spreading information about the project
across their own neighborhood.

In our model, voters are uninformed about the policy proposals, not
about their costs; but it is also quite possible that they have mistaken
beliefs about the costs of policies as well. For example, they may



5 The only difference is that the role of spillovers outside the metropolitan area (qr)
becomes ambiguous. If they are very high while federal subsidies are low, higher infor-
mation in the metropolitan area induces underinvestment irrespective of community
organization—but community organizing makes underinvestment worse.

6 The first constraint is more likely to bind when federal subsidies and spillovers are
low, and the second when they are high: ∂Ξ=∂λ<0< ∂Ξ=∂qr .

7 To see that the two conditions coincide, note that the left-hand side of the condition in
Proposition 6 can also be written (kc � kr)/(ks � kr).
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underestimate the congestion that will accompany new roads, or they
may overestimate the nuisance created by a new construction project.
Such errors would be easy to insert in the model, and if voters over-
estimated the downsides of nuisance, this would lead to even more
underbuilding. If voters underestimated the nuisance costs, this would
balance the political forces leading to underinvestment and could even
lead to overinvestment relative to the fully informed social optimum.

5. The rise of NIMBYism

We now turn to the history that motivated our model. We consider the
dividing line between the era of Moses' overbuilding and modern NIM-
BYism as reflecting a shift in the information levels of city dwellers. In the
immediate post-war period, we assume that the city-dwellers were
relatively uninformed. Through efforts like community organizing by
Shirley Hayes and Jane Jacobs, information spread. Better organization
also meant that city-dwellers become more effective politically.

We capture this evolving pattern of information asymmetry through a
simple process of information acquisition. All voters receive information
about policy proposals from nationwide news sources such as national TV
networks. For simplicity, we assume that every voter in every location
learns of policy proposals from this channel with the same probabil-
ity kN 2 ½0;1Þ.

Residents of the metropolitan area also learn about local policy pro-
posals from local news sources such as city newspapers. To capture the
suburbs' early advantage in information and political clout, we assume that
suburbanites learn of policy proposals from this channel with probability
kL 2 ½0; 1Þ, but central-city residents with probability ρkL for ρ 2 ½0;1Þ.

Conversely, residents of the central city naturally have more oppor-
tunities and greater incentives to become informed of policy proposals
concerning their own neighborhoods. We can summarize all such phe-
nomena by treating community organizations as a preferential source of
information that city residents alone have access to, and that informs
them about policy proposals with probability kC 2 ½0; 1Þ.
Proposition 4. Information about infrastructure spending is higher within
the metropolitan area than outside it (kr <minfkc; ksg). It is higher in the city
than in the suburbs if and only if community organizations are sufficiently
active (kc > ks ⇔ kC > kC), while local news are not too important and do not
favor the suburbs too much (∂kC=∂kL >0> ∂kC=∂ρ).

Proposition 4 provides a simple summary of the forces that led to a
reversal of fortune in the relative political power of the city and the
suburbs. In an earlier period, local newspapers were Americans' leading
source of political information, while inner-city communities were
poorly organized and carried little political clout. Over subsequent de-
cades, local newspapers declined (Gentzkow, 2006) while community
organization efforts took off. Both trends have made the central city more
powerful and the suburbs less powerful. The rest of the country remains
throughout the least influential constituency, since information about
local projects is naturally lower outside the affected metropolitan area.

Our next result illustrates the impact of this shift on infrastructure
investment.

Proposition 5. There is a threshold z � 0 such that if and only if incon-
venience is high enough then an increase in city residents' information reduces
equilibrium investment (z � z⇔ ∂i=∂kc � 0). Greater information in the city
center is more likely to reduce investment when city residents use the infra-
structure less and others use it more (∂z=∂qc � 0, ∂z=∂qs � 0 and ∂z=∂qr � 0)
and when income is higher (∂z=∂y � 0).

There are two thresholds bz � 0 and Ξ � 0 such that if and only
if inconvenience is high enough z>bz and local news are uninformative
enough and favor the suburbs enough, then there is overinvestment in
the absence of community organization but underinvestment with
perfect community organization (kC ¼ 0⇒Ω>0 and kC ¼ 1⇒Ω< 0 iff z> ẑ ,
0< kL < 1=Ξ and ρ<Ξ). A switch from over- to underinvestment is more likely
when city residents use infrastructure less (∂bz=∂qc � 0), when residents of the
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suburbs use it more (∂bz=∂qs � 0) and when income is higher (∂bz=∂y � 0).
Suppose residents of the suburbs use infrastructure no less than city resi-

dents (qs � qc). Then greater information in the city center is more likely to
reduce investment when federal subsidies are lower (∂z=∂λ � 0). Moreover, a
switch from over- to underinvestment must happen on a path of monotonically
declining investment (bz � z).

Proposition 5 first gives conditions under which increasing informa-
tion for city-dwellers will lead to less building. When inconvenience costs
are high enough, city residents are the strongest opponents of new con-
struction. This is especially true if they are not also the main users of
infrastructure, and typically if federal subsidies are modest.

The second set of conditions characterizes when increasing commu-
nity organization triggers not merely a monotonic decline in investment
but also a shift from over-to under-investment. Intuitively, this requires
analogous but typically more restrictive conditions on inconvenience
costs and infrastructure usage.5 In addition, it also requires two sym-
metric bounds on the effectiveness of local news. First, the central city
must be sufficiently uninformed to suffer overinvestment in the absence
of community organization (ρ < Ξ). Second, the suburbs must not be so
informed that their political clout avoids underinvestment even when
information in the city center is perfect (kL < 1/Ξ).6

During the immediate post-war period, suburban car commuters were
richer than most city-dwellers, primarily because owning cars cost
money. This income was presumably also associated with more political
clout, both because of campaign donations and because of more political
knowledge. Consequently, in those days of weak organization of poorer
urbanites, there was too much investment.

Gradually, the level of information rose in the city, especially in the
richer areas. As we have discussed, the first defeats of Robert Moses were
not in the poorer areas of Harlem or Queens, but in the tonier areas of the
UpperWest Side andGreenwichVillage. The techniques developed in those
areas then spread and made community organizing common everywhere.

Proposition 5 highlights that central-city information is more likely to
reduce investment when inconvenience and income are higher. In gen-
eral, the Appendix proves that ∂2Ω=ð∂kc∂zÞ< 0 and ∂

2Ω=ð∂kc∂yÞ<0. This
means not only that rising central-city information reduces investment
when inconvenience is high enough, but also that rising income reduces
investment when city residents are informed enough.

Proposition 6. Overinvestment decreases with aggregate income and with
the inconvenience it causes to city residents if and only if community organi-
zation is powerful enough, the suburbs' advantage in learning about policy
from local news is low enough, and federal subsidies high enough. Formally:

∂Ω
∂z

<0⇔
∂Ω
∂y

>0⇔
kC
kL

þρð1� kCÞ> ½ð1� λÞð1�nrwrÞþ λ �nsws

ð1� λÞð1�nrwrÞð1� ncwcÞþ λnsws
:

The proposition emphasizes that once the level of urban information
rises sufficiently, then further increases in income will cause the level of
investment to fall even further. The condition simply means that the
information of central-city residents who suffer inconvenience is greater
than the information of the average taxpayer
(kc > ð1� λÞPlklnlwl þ λ

P
l≠rklnlwl=ð1� nrwrÞ).7 Intuitively, this is true

if city residents get enough information from community organization
(kC) and from local news (ρ), while local news (kL) don't provide too
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much information to the suburbs. Federal subsidies (1 � λ) also make
such NIMBYism more likely because they shift the tax burden onto less
informed voters outside the metro area.8

Rising income means that nuisance costs are higher and this will lead
to even less investment, assuming that the urban residents are sufficiently
well informed. Consequently, this proposition describes the path of post-
war urban America as featuring an increase in information followed by
rising incomes.

Proposition 6 also has cross-sectional implications. It suggests that
there will be more investment in poorer parts of the city and less in richer
areas. It suggests that there will still be overbuilding in poorer metro-
politan areas, but not in richer areas.

The social optimum also values the time of the rich more highly. As
urbanites become wealthier, the model suggests that it is efficient to
reduce the inconveniences that they face. Consequently, some fraction of
the trend towards decreasing investment in urban infrastructure can be
explained through pure maximization of social welfare. However, in our
model, the decrease is too large because the nuisance is so salient to these
voters. Political forces cause the downsides of nuisance to be overvalued
because it is so visible to a few citizens.

While we chose to focus on transportation rather than residential
construction, the two forms of investment are not totally distinct. Historic
preservation districts, like the one in Greenwich Village that Jane Jacobs
championed, will stop both new highways and new homes. A political
process that decides whether to permit new homes will also tend to block
building in areas where voters are better informed, assuming that those
voters find new construction to be a nuisance. This logic also predicts that
new construction will be easier in places where political information is
rarer and political organization is weaker. New construction will pre-
sumably avoid well educated districts and well educated metropolitan
areas. We will also discuss the empirical support for this implica-
tion later.

The implications of our model reflect political economy and the
disproportionate salience of nuisance. If the city were entirely built by a
profit-maximizing developer, these salience effects would decrease or
disappear entirely. The developer would care primarily about land values
and would set investment levels largely to maximize property values. If
developers could pre-commit to future investment levels, then they
would internalize the true cost of nuisance, because initial buyers pay less
if they anticipate more nuisance. If developers cannot pre-commit, then if
anything there would be too much nuisance-causing investment, because
they would not internalize the costs experienced by property owners who
have already bought.

The US does have cities, like The Woodlands in Texas, that are largely
built and operated by private development companies. While there are
few systematic studies, these private cities do seem to be more
comfortable addingmore infrastructure as needed. Typically, governance
structures are set up so that existing owners have a voice, but not a veto,
and this means that they are somewhat less empowered than in tradi-
tional cities.

6. Financing

In this section, we consider how the political economy of trans-
portation investment depends on its financingmechanism, which we take
as exogenously given.

6.1. Federal subsidies and overinvestment

First, our model implies that local financing reduces investment by
reducing the ability of well-informed local residents to free-ride on na-
tional funding.
8 Intuitively, national news (kN) do not matter because all citizens regardless of their
residence are equally likely to receive information from this source.
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Proposition 7. Federal financing increases investment because the rest of
the country is less informed about investment proposals than the metropol-
itan area:

∂i
∂λ

<0⇔ kr < km ≡
kcncwc þ ksnsws

ncwc þ nsws
:

If voter information were symmetric, policy decisions made at the
federal level would not depend on the allocation of the tax burden (λ). If
taxes were disproportionately paid by the metropolitan area (λ > 0),
political competition would merely switch from the extensive margin
nationally to an identical intensive margin within the metro area.
However, asymmetric information makes this switch non-neutral
because voting may respond differently to actual policy proposals in
the metropolitan area than in the rest of the country.

Metropolitan voters are naturally happier to finance local investment,
whatever its non-pecuniary cost-benefit profile, the more they can get
nationwide taxpayers to foot the bill. Proposition 7 gives the condition
under which metropolitan voters react to policy proposals more than
residents of the rest of the country. Intuitively, this is the case when in-
formation is lower in the rest of the country than in the metropolitan
area. The threshold km is simply the information over the average local
taxpayer: i.e., the mean of information in the city and the suburbs, with
weights given by income shares because taxes are proportional to in-
come. The pattern of information acquisition described in Proposition 4
implies that kr � minfkc; ksg � km, and thus that federal subsidies raise
investment.

The distortions induced by federal financing of local projects depend
systematically on the size of the local economy relative to the national
aggregate. To show this, we can parametrize income shares so that the
national economy is N > 1 times as large as that of the metropolitan area,
while the city center represents a share κ 2 ð0;1Þ of the latter. Formally:

ncwc ¼ κ

N
; nsws ¼ 1� κ

N
and nrwr ¼ 1� 1

N
; (11)

for κ 2 ð0;1Þ andN > 1. This means that the metropolitan area as a whole
represents a share 1/N of the overall economy, and the city center a share
κ of the economy of the metropolitan area. Then the following
result obtains.

Proposition 8. Federal financing of local projects has a greater impact on
overinvestment when the economy of the metropolitan area is
smaller (∂2Ω=ð∂λ∂NÞ<0).

As Proposition 7 already established, a federal funding regime leads
to more spending whenever locals are better informed about projects
than people outside. The outsiders are presumably less likely to hear
coverage of the project, as it will only impact them through their overall
tax bill. In the real world, the impact of any area's project on the taxes of
the rest of the country is relatively modest. Consequently, federal funding
will bias towards more funding because the people who enjoy the ben-
efits are relatively better informed than the people who pay the costs.

Proposition 8 shows that this effect is amplified when the metropol-
itan area is a smaller share of the national economy, because the residents
of the area pay a smaller share of the cost and foist more of those costs
onto the relatively uninformed country as a whole. This result predicts
that federally funded infrastructure may be particularly likely to show up
in smaller towns and lower-density areas that pay a small share of the
overall tax bill.

Our model thus provides a micro-founded explanation for a well-
known distortion of public spending. Overspending on local public
goods tends to rise when the jurisdiction that provides them is larger
relative to the locality that benefits from them, an empirical regularity
that Weingast et al. (1981) called the Law of 1/N. This pattern is broadly
confirmed in the data, but its theoretical grounding has proven less
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satisfactory (Knight, 2006). The prediction emerges from Weingast's
(1979) theory of universalism, which assumes that Congress lets mem-
bers choose spending in their own districts, but not from strategic models
of legislative bargaining (Baron and Ferejohn, 1989).9 In our setting,
politicians act strategically, but the Law of 1/N holds because voters'
limited information prevents them from monitoring wasteful over-
spending outside their region, and thus from punishing it at the polls.

Although our result in Proposition 8 is more general, the Law of 1/N
emerges with particular clarity if we focus on the classic case of public
goods with no local downsides and no external spillovers.

Corollary 2. Suppose transportation investment causes no inconvenience (z
¼ 0) and generates no spillovers outside the metropolitanarea (qr ¼ 0), and
that information is homogeneous within the metropolitan area
(kc ¼ ks ¼ km). Then:

Ω ¼ �ln
	
1� ð1� λÞ

�
1� kr

km

��
1� 1

N

�


This exact version of the Law of 1/N highlights three drivers of
distortion. First, overinvestment declines with local financing, which
reduces the scope for free-riding. Second, overinvestment declines when
outsiders' information draws closer to that of the metropolitan area,
reducing political capture. Third, overinvestment declines with the
relative size of the city, which induces its residents to internalize a
greater share of federal taxation.

6.2. Optimal funding

We have so far been considering the implications of an exogenous
funding rule. Now we shift and consider the optimal spending rule, at
least from the perspective of minimizing total costs for transportation,
nuisance and infrastructure. As discussed in Proposition 3, the informa-
tion differences imply that for any given information, spending is un-
likely to minimize costs. Yet by choosing the exact spending rule, optimal
funding can sometimes induce optimal investment.

As Proposition 9 highlights, the key is to use the rule to balance out
the information differences. Denote the information of the average user
of infrastructure by

kq ≡

P
l
klqlnlwlP

l
qlnlwl

; (12)

and the information of the average national taxpayer by

kt ≡
X
l

klnlwl < km; (13)

recalling that by definition the income shares add up to one (
P

lnlwl ¼ 1),
and that voters outside the metropolitan area are the least informed
about infrastructure projects proposed for it, as shown by Proposition 4.

Proposition 9. There is underinvestment irrespective of federal subsidies if
city residents and the average national taxpayer are too informed relative to
the average user (kt � kq þ ðkc � kqÞyzncwc >0). There is overinvestment
irrespective of federal subsidies if the average user is too informed relative to
city residents and the average local taxpayer
(km � kq þ ðkc � kqÞyzncwc < 0). If instead information asymmetries between
city residents, the average user and average taxpayers are sufficiently
balanced that
9 Besley and Coate (2003) define universalism instead as cooperative bargaining.
Overspending then emerges as districts non-cooperatively elect representatives that
overvalue local public goods.
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kq � kt � kc � kq yzncwc � kq � km;

� �

then there is a level λ� 2 ½0;1� of local financing that induces optimal
investment.

The optimal amount of local financing is decreasing with income and local
inconvenience if and only if city residents are more informed than the average
user of infrastructure from outside the city center:

∂λ�

∂y
<0⇔

∂λ�

∂z
<0⇔ kc >

P
l≠c

klqlnlwlP
l≠c

qlnlwl
:

Suppose residents of the suburbs use infrastructure no less than city resi-
dents (qs � qc). Then the optimal amount of local financing falls with city
information (∂λ�=∂kc <0) and rises with suburb information (∂λ�=∂ks >0). It
falls with the information of the rest of the country if and only if the city is more
informed than the suburbs (kc > ks ⇔ ∂λ�=∂kr <0).

While the proposition holds more generally, it is intuitive to focus on
the case in which city-dwellers are better informed about the project than
the average user (kc > kq). Then, two intuitive conditions must be satis-
fied for an optimal cost-sharing rule to induce optimal investment. On the
one hand, fully federal financing must induce no less than the optimal
investment. This requires users to be more informed on average than
national taxpayers (kq > kt), so federal subsidies increase support for in-
vestment in the metropolitan area without triggering an equally strong
opposition to expenditure from the rest of the country. Moreover, the
level of nuisance cannot be too high, or else forceful local opposition will
lead to underinvestment even if all funding is at the federal level. On the
other hand, there must be no more than the optimal investment in the
absence of any federal funding. This is certainly true if local taxpayers are
at least as informed as users (kq � km). Otherwise nuisance must be large
enough for NIMBYism to compensate the greater political influence of
users relative to local taxpayers.

If those conditions are met, then there will exist an optimal share of
federal funding that corrects for local underprovision. We suspect that
our model may justify a continuing role for federal infrastructure support
today, but it probably does not explain why federal funding boomed
during the Great Depression and the immediate post-war era. The Great
Depression projects were primarily motivated by a desire to reduce un-
employment. Eisenhower's support for the highway system was partially
military. In both cases, the supporters perceived an external benefit from
building that justified federal funding.

Today, however, when local opposition to projects can be quite stri-
dent, federal funding may indeed help to balance any tendency towards
underprovision generated by well-informed local voters. It is worth
stressing that the impact of federal funding will be different in smaller
and larger communities, and that a federal funding formula that leads to
efficient infrastructure in small-town Montana will still lead to under-
provision in New York City. As we will discuss later, federal funding will
also lead to overspending on mitigation that reduces the nuisance costs of
new construction.

Proposition 9 tells us that when city dwellers are better informed than
the average non-city user of infrastructure, then the federal funding share
that induces optimal investment increases with local income and the
nuisance level. The logic of this result is that when city dwellers are
particularly well informed, then the nuisance will lead to underspending.
Rising levels of income or nuisance harm cause the underinvestment to
become more extreme, which must be offset by a larger federal fund-
ing share.

If the level of information is higher in the city than in the rest of the
country (as it is with the pattern of information acquisition described in
Section V), then the optimal level of federal funding falls with suburban
information, because within the city the pro-infrastructure suburbanites
become more politically powerful. There is less need to provide external
support in this case, because the suburbanites are already able to get
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more infrastructure spending. Finally, the local share needs to be lower
when outsiders have better information, because better informed out-
siders will typically lead to less support for the infrastructure since they
pay the costs but get less of the benefit.10
6.3. Local decision-making

We have so far assumed that decision-making is largely national. This
assumption may be appropriate in many more centralized polities, such
as the United Kingdom or Japan. However, within the United States,
decision-making largely occurs at the state and local level, even with
federal funding. Consequently, we now examine how the role for federal
funding changes if decisions are made entirely by the locality. In this
case, federal funding is really akin to a traditional subsidy and it will only
make sense when the locality provides too little infrastructure on its own.

We assume that electoral competition at the local level is identical to
competition in national elections, save for the smaller electorate. As a
consequence, the local political equilibrium elicits from both parties the
equilibrium policy proposal:

iL ¼ arg maxi�0

X
l≠r

klnlUlðiÞ: (14)

Let λL denote the share of local financing of locally-decided pro-
jects, and

χ ≡
qrnrwrP
l
qlnlwl

(15)

the usage externality outside the metropolitan area, measured as the
share of the value of trips accounted for by residents of the rest of the
country. Then we can characterize the efficiency of local investment on
the lines of Proposition 3.

Proposition 10. In a local political equilibrium, investment in trans-
portation is increasing in federal subsidies (∂iL=∂λL < 0). Without federal
subsidies, local decision-making yields insufficient investment if and only if:

kq � χkr <
km þ yzkcncwc

1þ yzncwc
:

The condition in Proposition 10 is a special case of the one in Prop-
osition 3 for λ¼ 1 and kr ¼ 0. These parameter values reflect respectively
the absence of federal subsidies, and the smaller electorate. Since resi-
dents of the rest of the country don't vote for local politicians choosing
the level of investment, their preferences drop out of the political
objective function, just as they would for federal policy-making if they
were completely uninformed about policy proposals.

As a consequence, there are two reasons why local decision-making
and local funding lead to under-provision. Most obviously, the locals
don't value the travel-time savings for non-local residents: the left-hand
side of the condition is the share of total trips made by informed local
voters. The use of local infrastructure by travellers, including the mili-
tary, was one justification for the federal funding of the interstate
10 Nationwide transparency (kr) increases political internalization of nationwide spill-
overs (qr), but also of the cash cost of investment. The two effects drive spending in
opposite directions, and the size of the latter depends on the share of local financing (λ).
When a first-best financing scheme exists (λ� 2 ½0;1�) it makes the overall impact unam-
biguous. If central-city NIMBYists are dominant, optimal federal financing is high enough
that federal taxes dominate the nationwide debate. Thus, more nationwide information
tends to lower spending, so optimal federal financing needs to rise further to preserve
optimal investment. Conversely, if suburban builders are dominant, optimal federal
financing is low enough that spillovers dominate the nationwide debate. Thus, more
nationwide information tends to lower spending and optimal federal financing needs to
fall further to avoid excessive inconvenience.

10
highway system. There can be under provision however even if non-local
usage is zero, if city dwellers who use the infrastructure less and suffer
the nuisance more are particularly well informed. In that case, the sub-
sidy can potentially undo the underinvestment as long as the nuisance
costs are again neither too high nor too low.

Proposition 11. Local decision-making entails underinvestment irre-
spective of federal subsidies if city residents and local taxpayers are too
informed relative to the average user, usage externalities are too high, and the
metropolitan area comprises too large a share of the economy
(ð1� nrwrÞkm þ χkr � kq þ ðkc þ χkr � kqÞyzncwc > 0). Local decision-
making entails overinvestment irrespective of federal subsidies if the average
user is too informed relative to city residents and local taxpayers, and usage
externalities are too low (km þ χkr � kq þ ðkc þ χkr � kqÞyzncwc < 0). If
instead usage externalities and information asymmetries between city resi-
dents, the average user and local taxpayers are sufficiently balanced that

kq � χkr � ð1� nrwrÞkm � �kc þ χkr � kq
�
yzncwc � kq � χkr � km;

then there is a level λ�L 2 ½0; 1� of local financing that induces optimal
investment.

The optimal amount of local financing is decreasing with income and local
inconvenience if and only if city residents are sufficiently informed

∂λ�L
∂y

<0⇔
∂λ�L
∂z

<0⇔ kc

�
1þ qrnrwr

qsnsws

�
> ks:

Suppose that residents of the suburbs use infrastructure no less than city
residents (qs � qc). Then the optimal amount of local financing falls with city
information (∂λ*=∂kc <0) and rises with suburb information (∂λ*=∂ks > 0).

If first-best investment can be achieved both with federal and with local
decision-making, then the optimal degree of local financing is greater with local
decision-making if and only if residents of the city are more informed than
residents of the suburbs (kc > ks ⇔ λ�L > λ�).

These results mirror directly those for federal policy, because the local
political equilibrium coincides with the limit case of the national political
equilibrium when there is no information outside the metropolitan area
(kr ¼ 0), as we already discussed comparing Propositions 10 and 3.

When investment is decided at the local level, the optimal degree of
federal financing is unambiguously more likely to rise with income and
local inconvenience (∂λ�=∂y <0⇒∂λ�L=∂y < 0). Intuitively, local decision-
making eliminates any internalization of positive spillovers. As a result,
it requires more aggressive subsidies on the financing side to counter-
balance the rise of NIMBYism.

The other comparative statics are equally intuitive. The local political
equilibrium is purely a tug-of-war between the suburbs and the central
city. For plausible parameter values, the former promote and the latter
oppose building. Thus, when their balance of power shifts optimality
requires a compensating shift in federal construction subsidies.

Again, the final result is arguably the most interesting. Our model
does not unambiguously imply that greater local financing should
accompany local decision-making. This prescription might superficially
seem to follow immediately from the Law of 1/N, but it is truly valid only
when outsiders are motivated mostly by taxation. On the contrary, fed-
eral subsidies should logically be higher when decision-making is local
and the main ensuing distortion is a failure to internalize external spill-
overs. Our model implies that the two cases can be distinguished by a
very simple criterion: the balance of power in local government between
pro-building suburbs and anti-building city residents.

We have considered so far the case in which both federal and local
decision-making can achieve the socially optimal investment given the
ideal financing scheme. We can also characterize which system is more
likely to enable reaching the first best. Recall that both usage and
knowledge of infrastructure are greater for all residents of the metro-
politan area than those of the rest of the country (qr <minfqc; qsg
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and kr <minfkc; ksg).
Proposition 12. Unless the suburbs have a small information advantage
that is narrowly compensated by usage externalities
(ks=kc∉½1; 1þ qrnrwr=ðqsnswsÞ�), with optimal financing local decision-
making can attain the first best for intermediate values of nuisance (z 2 ZL),
but federal decision-making only for a subset of those values (z 2 ZF⊆ZL).

In general, local decision-making is better suited to fine-tuning via
federal co-payments than federal decision-making is via local funding
mandates. In both cases, the first best can be implemented so long as
inconvenience (z) isn't too extreme. The feasible sets are intervals (e.g.,
ZL ¼ ½z L; zL�), though they may also be empty. The key result in Propo-
sition 12 is that, when either the city or the suburbs have a clear upper
hand, local decision-making can cope with a larger set of values than
federal decision-making (in fact, ZL is strictly larger than ZF unless it is
empty). This condition would be immediately assured if there were no
usage externalities outside the metropolitan area (qr ¼ 0).

The greater flexibility of local decision-making is most intuitive when
the political equilibrium within the metropolitan area favors city resi-
dents concerned with inconvenience (kc > ks > kr). Then NIMBYism is
best fought by federal subsidies when non-local voters have no chance of
opposing their largesse. Conversely, if the local political equilibrium
decisively favors pro-construction suburbs, their tendency to overbuild is
best fought by forcing them to fund all projects locally, while not
allowing non-local residents to support investment they don't pay for but
derive positive spillovers from.11

Finally, we can recognize that optimal financing is difficult to fine
tune, and consider the comparison of federal and local decision-making
when their respective degrees of local financing are exogenously given.

Proposition 13. Federal decision-making yields higher investment than
local decision-making if and only if

krqrnrwrP
l≠r

klqlnlwl
>
ð1� λÞkrnrwr þ ðλ� λLÞnrwrkm
½1� ð1� λLÞnrwr�km þ yzkcncwc

:

The left-hand side of the condition reflects changes in the way politics
internalize the benefits of investment. Formally, it equals the ratio of trips
taken by informed outsiders to trips taken by informed local residents.
The right-hand side reflects changes in the way politics internalize the
costs of investment. Again, the denominator is simply the total cost borne
by informed residents of the metropolitan area in a purely local scheme.
The numerator reflects the national taxes paid by informed outsiders for
federally decided policy, but also the change in taxes paid by informed
local residents as a consequence of different funding rules.

Intuitively, federal policy is more likely to raise investment if there
are greater national spillovers (qr), greater local inconvenience (z) or
higher income (y) and more local financing of local policy choices (λL).
Since information is higher inside than outside the metropolitan area
(km > kr), federal policy is more likely to raise investment when it is
accompanied by less local financing (λ).
6.4. User fees

In this section, we allow for fee financing, which Brueckner (2015)
shows can lead to optimal transportation investment even in the presence
of spillovers across jurisdictions. User fee financing, in the form of tolls, is
11 The only ambiguous case is when the suburbs are only slightly more informed than
the central city, while external positive spillovers are sizeable: 1<ks/kc < 1 þ qrsr/(qsss).
Then it is still possible for local decision-making to attain the optimum while federal
decision-making cannot. But the reverse also becomes a possibility: internalizing spillovers
outside the metro area may be the best chance of preventing overbuilding when incon-
venience costs are high.

11
relatively rare for urban roads but more common for intercity highways.
De Borger and Proost (2012) provide a political economy model showing
why a majority of voters might oppose congestion pricing because of
uncertainty, even if a majority of voters would benefit from its
introduction.

Let a share υ of total investment be financed by user fees, and the
remainder with a metropolitan tax for a share (1 � υ)λ and a nationwide
tax for a share (1 � υ)(1 � λ). Then the welfare of city residents equals

UcðiÞ ¼ ð1� τm � τrÞwcy� ½ϕþ γTðiÞGðqÞwcy�qc � ziwcy; (16)

the welfare of suburbanites equals

UsðiÞ ¼ ð1� τm � τrÞwsy� ½ϕþ γTðiÞGðqÞwsy�qs; (17)

and the welfare of the representative resident of the rest of the coun-
try equals

UrðiÞ ¼ ð1� τrÞwry� ½ϕþ γTðiÞGðqÞwry�qr; (18)

while the budget constraint implies a user fee ϕ such that

ϕ
X
l

nlql ¼ υi (19)

and taxes τm and τr such that

τmð1� nrwrÞy ¼ ð1� υÞλi and τry ¼ ð1� υÞð1� λÞi: (20)

Federal policy entails an equilibrium amount of overinvestment
equal to:

Ω¼ ln

P
l
klqlnlwlP

l
qlnlwl

� ln
υ
P
l
klqlnl

��P
l
qlnl

�
þð1�υÞ

	
λkmþð1�λÞP

l
klnlwl



þyzkcncwc

1þyzncwc
:

(21)

The key difference between user fees and taxes is that the former
reflect usage and the latter income. Thus, neither properly reflects the
value of infrastructure, which increases with both usage and income—in
our simple specification, exactly with their product. Denote by

kϕ ≡

P
l
klqlnlP

l
qlnl

(22)

the information of the average payer of user fees. Notice that this is
defined differently from the information of the average user kq because
only the latter reflects the value of trips and thus income.

Proposition 14. User fees increase investment if and only if the average
payer of user fees is less informed than the average taxpayer:

∂i
∂υ

>0⇔ kϕ � λkm þ ð1� λÞkt:

Both user fees and income taxes introduce no distortions in our
model, so changing the composition of the tax burden does not affect its
efficiency. As a result, the only channel through which financing de-
termines the level of investment is visibility. Investment is higher in
equilibrium if it is financed more opaquely, with costs falling on unin-
formed taxpayers who won't vote against costly projects.

The condition in Proposition 14 simply characterizes when user fees
are less visible than taxes. The left hand side is the share of trips taken
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(and thus fees paid) by informed voters, while the right-hand side is the
share of income taxes paid by informed voters.

At the federal level, user fees can be helpful to fine-tune optimal in-
vestment when tax-based subsidies do not suffice. Recall from Proposi-
tion 4 that information is higher on average in the metropolitan area than
in the whole country (km > kr).

Proposition 15. If kϕ < kr user fees can increase investment when it is
insufficient even with fully federal funding. If kϕ > km user fees can reduce
investment when it is excessive even without federal subsidies.

Any level of investment that can be supported as a political equilib-
rium can be supported with a combination of the most transparent and
the most opaque financing mechanism. As a consequence, user fees can
raise efficiency if their visibility is extreme. If the share paid by informed
voters is even lower for user fees than for federal taxes, they can helpfully
reduce underinvestment when city residents oppose even projects that
are fully subsidized by federal taxes, because of their local inconvenience
costs. If the share paid by informed voters is even higher for user fees
than for local taxes, they can helpfully reduce overinvestment when
suburbanites impose too much inconvenience on city residents even in
the absence of any federal subsidies.

The same logic applies to local decisions. However, in the context of
local policy it also becomes interesting to study how user fees can help
when the metropolitan area is unable to secure federal subsidies.

Proposition 16. Suppose investment is decided locally without federal
subsidies (λL ¼ 1). If national spillovers are high enough (qr > qr), equilibrium
investment is insufficient if it is financed entirely through taxes, and rises with
the share financed through user fees (υL ¼ 0⇒ΩL <0 and ∂iL=∂υL >0).

The threshold is increasing (decreasing) with inconvenience and income if
information is higher (lower) in the suburbs than the city center
(ks > kc⇒∂qr=∂z � 0 and ∂qr=∂y � 0, while ks < kc⇒∂qr=∂z � 0
and ∂qr=∂y � 0).

If residents of the suburbs use infrastructure no less than city residents
(qs � qc) and do not earn much higher wages (ws=wc � qs=qc) then the
threshold is increasing in the information of the suburbs and decreasing in the
information of the city center (∂qr=∂ks � 0 � ∂qr=∂kc).

Intuitively, user fees provide a way for the metropolitan area to
capture some of the value of national externalities (qr). If these are large
enough, local taxes induce underinvestment but user fees can relieve it.
The balance of power between the city center and the suburbs determines
if user fees becomemore or less useful as income and inconvenience costs
rise. When central city residents are better informed and more politically
influential, rising income triggers disproportionate opposition to con-
struction. Then it becomes more likely that reliance on user fees is
necessary to relieve underinvestment.

The last result shows that a similar effect operates if the city center gains
political power at the expense of the suburbs. Then user fees also become
more desirable, provided two realistic conditions are satisfied. First, as
usual, suburban usage (or inconvenience costs) must be high enough to
ensure that suburbs support constructionmore than the city center. Second,
the suburbs cannot be so much richer than the city that their declining
information tends to make income taxes more opaque than user fees.

7. Nuisance mitigation

We now focus on the endogenous choice of nuisance. For simplicity,
we assume that the cost of reducing nuisance is proportional to the size of
the project and equals iC(z), where the function C(z) satisfies C(z) > 0,
C0ðzÞ<0 and C00ðzÞ>0 with limz→0C0ðzÞ ¼ �∞ and limz→∞C0ðzÞ ¼ 0.
Thus the total losses from nuisance will be i [zncwcy þ C(z)], and for any
given project size i the first-order condition for efficiency maximiza-
tion is:

jC0ðz�Þj ¼ ncwcy; (23)
12
which implies that it is socially desirable to reduce nuisance as people get
richer (∂z�=∂y <0). Likewise, efficient nuisance mitigation is also greater
when the city is a larger share of the national economy, i.e., if ncwc
is large.

The first-order condition for nuisance mitigation in the national po-
litical equilibrium is:

jC0ðzÞj ¼ kc
λkm þ ð1� λÞkt

ncwcy: (24)

Recalling that the rest of the country is less informed than the
metropolitan area about infrastructure spending, including spending on
nuisance mitigation, this equilibrium condition implies a straightforward
characterization of equilibrium nuisance mitigation.

Proposition 17. Nuisance mitigation increases with aggregate income
(∂z=∂y < 0), with federal financing (∂z=∂λ>0) and with city residents’ in-
formation (∂z=∂kc <0), while it decreases with the information of residents of
the suburbs (∂z=∂ks >0) and of the rest of the country (∂z=∂kr > 0).

There is a level λ�z 2 ½0;1� of local financing that induces optimal nuisance
mitigation if and only if the suburbs are sufficiently more informed than the
city center and pay a sufficiently small fraction of national taxes:

nsws

nsws þ nrwr
� kc � kr

ks � kr
� 1:

The optimal amount of local financing rises with city information
(∂λ�z=∂kc > 0) and falls with the information of the suburbs ( ∂λ�z=∂ks <0) and
of the rest of the country ( kc < ks ⇔ ∂λ�z=∂kr <0).

This proposition makes several points. First, spending on nuisance
mitigation is a simple tug of war between the city center, which receives
all its benefits but pays only a fraction of the costs, and the other loca-
tions, which pay some of the costs but receive no benefits. Second, federal
subsidies weaken opposition to nuisance mitigation by shifting its costs
onto less informed residents of the rest of the country. Third, as in
Proposition 9, this last property can in principle be exploited to fine-tune
the level of nuisance mitigation by adjusting federal subsidies.

If educated people have a higher opportunity cost of time, then it is
socially optimal to spend more on abatement in more educated com-
munities. However, because abatement and nuisance are particularly
salient, there will be too much abatement in a political equilibrium
relative to a social optimum. Moreover, the level of excessive abatement
will also increase with the level of education, because education in-
creases political awareness and political clout as well as the cost
of nuisance.

Intuitively, the optimal amount of federal subsidies declines with the
information of the pro-mitigation city center and rises with the infor-
mation of the anti-mitigation suburbs. If the city center is more informed
than the suburbs, there is over-mitigation even with no federal subsidies:
efficiency would require mitigation to be financed by the central city
alone and not also by the suburbs. Conversely, if the suburbs' information
advantage is too large and they pay too large a share of national taxes,
mitigation is insufficient even with fully federal financing.

As in Proposition 6, the term (kc � kr)/(ks � kr) could identically be
written kC/kL þ ρ (1 � kC) in light of our microfoundation of voter in-
formation. Thus, the efficient level of federal subsidies falls with com-
munity organization (∂λ�z=∂kC >0) and rises with the informativeness of
local news (∂λ�z=∂kL < 0) and with suburbs' advantage in learning from
them (∂λ�z=∂ρ>0), while it is independent of national news (kN).

A comparison of Propositions 9 and 17 highlights the crucial tension
associated with federal subsidies as an instrument to fine-tune efficient
investment. The response to shifts in the information and political in-
fluence of different regions is exactly opposite for the optimal financing
of infrastructure on the one hand and mitigation on the other.

We now focus on this tension by considering simultaneously invest-
ment in transportation infrastructure and nuisance mitigation. We as-
sume that individuals are either totally aware of the project, and
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therefore know both the direct costs of constructions and those of
nuisance mitigation, or they are totally unaware of the project and its
costs. We also assume that the tax bill is common, so it is impossible to
offer federal subsidies for investment but not nuisance mitigation, or
vice-versa.

Then equilibrium policy is described jointly by Equation (24) and by
the first-order condition for politically optimal construction:

ΓjT 0ðiÞjy
X
l

klqlnlwl ¼ ½λkm þ ð1� λÞkt �½1þ CðzÞ � þ yzkcncwc; (25)

which generalizes Equation (9) for the case of endogenous mitigation.
Assuming for the sake of tractability that

CðzÞ ¼ Φ
�
ζ

z

�ζ

for Φ>0 and ζ>0; (26)

and recalling that usage is lowest for non-residents of the metropolitan
area (qr < qs), we can establish the following result.

Proposition 18. An increase in federal subsidies increases investment in
both construction and mitigation (∂z=∂λ>0> ∂i=∂λ). Optimal federal sub-
sidies can induce simultaneously efficient investment in construction and
efficient investment in mitigation only when the information advantage of the
suburbs relative to the city center compensates exactly their share of na-
tional taxation:

kc � kr
ks � kr

¼ qsnsws

qsnsws þ qrnrwr
:

If city residents are any less informed, then federal subsidies induce at least
overinvestment in construction or underinvestment in mitigation
(z � z�⇒i> i�). If city residents are any more informed, then federal subsidies
induce at least underinvestment in construction or overinvestment in mitiga-
tion (i � i�⇒z> z�).

Intuitively, it is generically impossible to fine-tune the efficiency of
two investment decisions with a single subsidy. Proposition 18 formal-
izes this intuition. Any increase in federal subsidies induces higher
spending on both construction and mitigation. In both cases, the
metropolitan area gets something it desires at the expense of unaware
taxpayers in the rest of the country. However, in the case of construction,
the suburbs are the primary beneficiaries. In the case of mitigation,
instead, all benefits accrue to the city center.

As a consequence, it takes a knife-edge coincidence for the optimum
ði�; z�Þ to be implementable through undifferentiated federal subsidies.
Intuitively, if there are no spillovers (qr ¼ 0) the requirement is that in-
formation should be perfectly homogeneous within the metropolitan
area. Then purely local financing immediately implements the first best,
since local politicians perfectly internalize all benefits and all cost-
s—there are no externalities on either side, and the distribution between
city center and suburbs is irrelevant when their political influence is
identical. If there are positive spillovers (qr > 0), then efficient con-
struction requires federal subsidies. Then, however, inefficient over-
investment in mitigation can be avoided only if information is lower in
the city than in the suburbs, and first-best efficiency requires the differ-
ence in political clout to balance spillovers exactly.

Generically, instead, the best that federal subsidies can achieve is
overinvestment in one dimension and underinvestment on the oth-
er—although it is naturally possible to have over- or underinvestment
across the board. When information in the city center is too low, the
tendency is to overbuild and undermitigate. When information in the city
center is too high, there is instead underbuilding with excessive expen-
diture of mitigation.

8. Discussion

Our model was motivated by the revolt against mega-projects during
13
the 1960 and the subsequent emergence of more sensitive and expensive
projects, like the Big Dig (Altshuler and Luberoff, 2003). Our model ex-
plains these trends as the result of the increasing political awareness and
income of urbanites. As political organizers, like Shirley Hayes and Jane
Jacobs, spread information about the downsides of mega-projects, the
number of these projects fell and spending on abatement increased.

Our model also offers ancillary predictions. We hope that more
serious empirical tests of these predictions will follow in subsequent
work, but here we provide a brief discussion of some of the model's
predictions. We focus on cross-sectional implications, which will be
easier to test than purely time-series predictions. Throughout our dis-
cussion, we will associate political awareness and engagement with ed-
ucation, which is far more readily measurable than actual political
knowledge. Galston (2001) discusses the strong cross-sectional link be-
tween years of schooling and both political knowledge and activity.
Milligan et al. (2004) show that increases in education generated by
compulsory schooling laws also seem to increase political engagement.
8.1. Building in greenfields: nuisance increasingly deters infrastructure

The model predicts that as the urban population becomes more
politically engaged, projects will increasingly be stopped because they
are a nuisance to local residents. The converse of this result is that more
projects will occur in places were they do not create a nuisance. Conse-
quently, the model predicts that we should expect to see construction
targeted towards areas with fewer people.

We can test this implication with data on county-level spending
during the Great Recession. The American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (ARRA) directed a large flow of federal funds to states in order to
build and rebuild infrastructure. The flow of funds to states followed the
Highway Trust Fund formula, but states had discretion about where to
spend the money. The ARRA spending is particularly attractive, because
the geographic location of all projects is well documented. Garin (2016)
provides an analysis of this spending at the county level, and he has
provided the graphs that we display here.

The increasing importance of nuisance suggests that this spending
should have gone disproportionately to lower density areas. We test that
implication by comparing density levels and per capita spending across
counties. Fig. 1 shows the relationship, with each dot representing the
mean within each of twenty quantile bins.

As the figure shows, per capita spending averaged over $200 at lower
density levels and less than $50 in the highest-density areas. There are
many potential explanations for this relationship. Perhaps, it was easier
to find shovel-ready projects in lower-density areas. Perhaps, these areas
had more senior representation in state legislatures. Yet the negative
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relationship fails to reject the view that spending has been targeted to
places that are less likely to complain about the nuisances associated with
new construction12.

One consequence of this relationship is that transportation spending
went disproportionately to places that have initially shorter commutes.
Fig. 2 shows the relationship across counties between average commute
times, based on the share of the population with a commute time over
30 min in the 2000 Census, and ARRA spending per capita. Places with
low densities typically have shorter commutes, and so the tendency to
spend more in lower-density areas means that there was more spending
in places with initially shorter commutes.

This figure does not imply that spending is socially suboptimal. It is
possible that the marginal impact of a dollar on commute times was
actually higher in lower density areas, perhaps because of the high cost of
urban infrastructure. Still, one explanation for why the ARRA spending
went to lower density places with shorter commutes is that these areas
had fewer abutters who might complain.

The Anderson Memorial Bridge that connects Cambridge with Boston
provides a concrete example of the difficulties in dealing with neighbors
in a well-educated, dense environment. The bridge took one year to build
in 1915, but over eight years to rebuild a century later. The promise of
federal funding partially motivated the 2008Massachusetts act to finance
the bridge reconstruction. Four years were spent in public discussions
and planning. A vast number of neighbors contributed to the lengthy
delay, ranging from preservation advocates, who ensured that the bridge
use special bricks imported from Maine, to cycling enthusiasts, to rep-
resentatives of river conservancy. Four more years were spent in the
construction itself. The vocal and educated community's objections
ensured that the bridge would be finished long after the recession that
initially motivated the rebuilding was over.

Is this cross-section indicative of a larger trend? Between 1980 and
2014, urban lane miles have increased by 92 percent within the United
States, while rural lane miles have actually declined. Certainly, highway
lane miles have increased in urban areas over the last 40 years. Yet urban
can also mean places that are quite low-density, and the number of urban
lane miles can also increase because previously rural areas have become
urban. Hopefully, future work will test whether per capita infrastructure
spending has more broadly been targeted away from contentious cities.

8.2. Education and declining infrastructure investment

A second implication of our analysis is that education should
12 The funding formula favored low density states, but the results remain very similar
after controlling for state fixed effects.
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particularly deter large projects, since educated residents are more likely
to be both richer and politically engaged. While our model focused on
transportation infrastructure, the same logic holds towards permitting
significant construction projects. Consequently, we will also discuss the
literature on education and barriers to home-building.

Parker et al. (2012) examine proximity to roads across the US pop-
ulation. They find that education and especially income are negatively
correlated with proximity to major roads. For example, 27 percent of
high school dropouts have more than one major road within 300 m,
while 19 percent of respondents with more than a high school degree
have more than one road within 300 m. Boehmer et al. (2013) similarly
found that 4.1 percent of poorer households lived within 150 m of a
major highway, as opposed to 3.5 percent of the non-poor population.

Yet these results may not tell us about the location of new infra-
structure. Infrastructure might be built without regard to area education,
but then less educated people could sort into areas that are close to
infrastructure because of low rents. Been (1994) highlights this distinc-
tion in her work on locally undesirable land uses, and shows that some of
the correlation between race or poverty and waste treatment plants
represents trends that followed the plant, not initial site location. One
prominent exception is that mini-incinerators in Houston were located
disproportionately in minority neighborhoods. Hamilton (1995) also
finds that waste treatment plant expansions were more common in ZIP
codes that were less educated and poorer.

While there have long been claims that road-builders targeted lower-
income or less educated neighborhoods, we are not aware of academic
research that seriously assesses that hypothesis. The best available evi-
dence comes from Brinkman and Lin (2016), who show that highways
were built in areas that otherwise had negative trends. As less educated
places have done relatively poorly over the past 50 years, this may mean
that highways were sited in less educated areas. Yet we hope that future
research will be able to more fully test this implication of our model.

The link between education and land use restrictions has been more
clearly established. The Wharton Residential Land Use Regulation Index
measures the difficulty of building in different parts of the country based
on surveys of local land use professionals. Gyourko et al. (2008) report
that in the least regulated quarter of metropolitan areas, 23.6 percent of
adults have college degrees. In the most regulated quarter of metropol-
itan areas, 35.4 percent of adults have college degrees.

Within Greater Boston, Glaeser and Ward (2009) examine the dis-
tribution of minimum lot sizes and other barriers to building. They find
that places with larger average lot sizes are better educated and that
education in 1970 correlates with the adoption of more stringent build-
ing regulations since that date. These results are compatible with the
view that educated people either dislike the nuisance of buildingmore, or
are more effective at deterring new construction, perhaps because they
are more politically aware.

Another related test of the model is eminent domain, which has often
been used as part of mega-project assembly. The model predicts that
eminent domain usage will be less common in educated areas, and that
compensation is likely to be more generous when more politically aware
people are subject to takings. Munch (1976) found that Chicago
over-compensated high value properties and under-compensated low
value properties after eminent domain takings, which is again compatible
with the view that the more educated residents received better treatment.
Chang (2010) examines takings in New York, and shows that they
occurred disproportionately in the less educated boroughs of the city.

8.3. Abatement, cost, and high human capital

Altshuler and Luberoff (2003) describe the emergence of a third
epoch of mega-projects in which construction is far more expensive
because developers try hard to reduce the costs to local residents. For
example, the Big Dig in Boston was done without using eminent domain
to take any homes (commercial properties were taken). The Big Dig was
also a fabulously expensive piece of infrastructure, perhaps because such
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steps were taken to avoid local harm.
While there is a lengthy largely engineering literature on how to abate

the local nuisances created by roads (e.g., Van Geelen, 2012), we know of
no literature measuring the extent of investment in road nuisance miti-
gation across space. There is no clear empirical definition of abatement,
which can range from avoiding eminent domain takings to building walls
to surround roads. Our model makes the clear prediction that such
abatement investments should increase with the level of education, but it
is hard to test that prediction without measures of abatement.

In the absence of abatement data, we will provide suggestive evidence
here on the link between education and road costs. The Reason Foun-
dation provides annual data on state disbursement per highway mile
across US states (Hartgen and Fields, 2016). These costs are just the
state's spending, using both local and federal sources, per state-controlled
highway mile. We cannot be certain that higher costs reflect more effort
on abatement, but our model does predict that more education should
lead to higher spending because of abatement.

We test that implication by looking across states at the correlation
between the share of the population with college degrees, which is taken
from the 2012 Statistical Abstract of the US, and the logarithm of
disbursement per highway mile. We take the logarithm of costs because
the cost variable is skewed strongly to the right. New Jersey is a partic-
ularly outlier, although its costs have been disputed.

The estimated regression shown in Fig. 3 is:

logðCostsÞ ¼ 9:42
ð55Þ

þ :096
ð02Þ

Share with College Degrees: (27)

The R2 is 0.32.
The relationship is strong statistically and large in magnitude. As the

share of the population with a college degree increases 4.7 percent (one
standard deviation), spending per mile increases by 57 percent. This is an
extremely large effect, which dwarfs the relationship between education
and the cost of labor.

There may be many different factors involved in this empirical rela-
tionship. The more educated areas may have denser cities where main-
taining roads is more difficult, for example. Yet it is also possible that this
relationship reflects more investments in reducing the downsides of
transportation, which is the mechanism that our model suggests should
link education and transportation costs. We view this relationship as
purely suggestive, and we again hope that future work will fully inves-
tigate this issue, ideally with better data on abatement spending itself.
8.4. Local vs. national spending and control in the US and UK

Finally, our model yields predictions about local versus national
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control over spending. We predicted that national control will yield
higher spending for cities that experience more non-resident infrastruc-
ture use. Local control will yield higher spending for cities with few non-
resident visits. This implication does appear to be borne out in a com-
parison of the US and the UK.

The UK and the US provide a reasonable comparison of centralized vs.
local decision-making. In the UK, transportation, like many public ser-
vices, is largely determined by the national government. Local govern-
ments are relatively weak, and Parliament generally determines where
infrastructure investment will occur. In the US, as we already discussed,
the federal government grants funds to states and then the states deter-
mine where spending will occur.

The Associated Press has prepared data on per capita highway
spending by state for 2013. Highway spending is about two-thirds of
national transportation infrastructure spending, so on average it would
be appropriate to increase the total spending amounts by fifty percent.
The lowest per capita highway spending is $268 per capita in Georgia.
The highest spending is $1479 per capita in Delaware.

There does not appear to be any tendency to provide extra funding for
places with more visits from outsiders. For example, Washington, D.C.,
lies in the middle of this list with $665 dollars per capita. The states of
New York and Florida both contain massive tourist destinations. They
spent $621 and $487 per capita respectively, although New York's ex-
penditures need to be boosted to include the sizable investment in rail.
New York's Metropolitan Transit Agency has a $15 billion budget, or
$750 per resident of the State, although less than ten percent of that is
provided by government subsidies.

Since the UK is centralized and since London receives vastly more
domestic visitors than any other place in the country, our model predicts
that London will receive more spending than any US cities, but that
spending elsewhere in the UK will be less than in the US.

UK statistics are somewhat difficult to interpret because of the large
private role in funding infrastructure. When private and public spending
is combined, the disparities between London and the rest of the country
appear to be enormous. For example, Berry et al. (2015) report infra-
structure spending of £5305 per head in London, which is well above any
state in the US, and spending only £413 per head in the Northeast of
England, which is below much of the US, when we adjust spending up-
wards to take account of non-highway spending in America.

Cox and Davies (2013) provide per capita spending on projects, which
combined private and public spending. In that case, spending ranged
from over £2500 per capita in London to under £10 per head in the
Northeast. Even purely public spending shows a substantial divergence,
with more than £800 per capita in London and less than £300 elsewhere.
These figures again suggest that London is receiving more infrastructure
support than its US counterparts, while other parts of the UK are
spending less.

The centralized UK system appears to favor London. The US system
does not seem to favor either New York or Washington, DC. Centralized
decision-making does indeed seem to favor the one place with a large
number of outside visitors. Local decision-making appears to lead to
relatively flat spending, with if anything a bias towards places that are
well endowed with US senators per capita.

This discussion is again meant to point towards more serious empir-
ical research. Our model predicts that centralization will lead towards
more spending in places that havemore outside visitors and less spending
elsewhere. We believe that a more comprehensive comparison of US and
EU spending patterns could provide a better test of that hypothesis.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a political economy model of
transportation investments that emphasizes inattention and nuisance. In
the model, two rival inefficiencies battle to determine whether invest-
ment is too large or too little. The inattention of national voters to
spending in other jurisdictions leads to over-spending. Voters are more
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likely to be aware of the benefits of local spending than the costs of
spending elsewhere. In the extreme, this produces Weingast's Law of 1/N
in which jurisdictions spend as if the project costs were only a fraction of
the true costs equal to their share of the total national budget.

But in transportation, local nuisance provides a countervailing force.
The downsides of new infrastructure to local residents are even more
salient than the benefits to the potential users of infrastructure. Conse-
quently, those costs become particularly important to politicians. When
local voters are particularly well-informed relative to potential benefi-
ciaries, then NIMBYism results and promising projects are shut down
because of the downsides to local residents.

This model can explain the arc of mega-project history identified by
Altshuler and Luberoff (2003). In the New Deal and after World War II,
the federal government was funding infrastructure and many urban
residents were relatively less well educated, and consequently less
well-informed about local development. They were also less well orga-
nized. Consequently, America experienced a great wave of urban infra-
structure development.

Starting in the mid-1950s and then through the Freeway Revolts of
the 1960s, urbanites became better educated and better organized. Their
suffering consequently became more important to politicians and
development fell. Altshuler and Luberoff's (2003) third period of infra-
structure came about when expensive federally-funded abatement was
used to mitigate the downsides of new development, just as our
model suggests.

Our model also implies that without abatement, the right level of
federal funding can be used to offset local opposition to new growth.
When the balance between the two forces is perfect, then efficient
infrastructure investment results. There are several caveats to this opti-
mistic prediction. First, infrastructure spending grants in the US are
formally lump-sum, not matching grants. Theoretically, lump-sum grants
do not impact the incentives to build. In reality, the funds are often
matched with local spending and, therefore, they may indeed act in
practice as they do in the model.

More problematically, the US uses a common fund allotment formula
across states, and it is extremely unlikely that the right formula for New
York City is also the right formula for Montana. Themodel predicts that if
the same matching rule is used everywhere, then there will be too much
spending in places where nuisances are low and too little spending where
nuisances are high. This prediction seems to be borne out by recent
infrastructure spending supported by the American Recovery and Rein-
vestment Act. States tended to allocate dollars much more generously on
16
a per capita basis to counties with lower population density.
We ended the paper by discussing other empirical implications of the

model. The model predicts that education will strongly predict the
location of nuisance-creating investment. While there have long been
allegations that builders, like Robert Moses, put infrastructure in lower
human capital areas, the evidence supporting this claim is slim. Poorer
people are more likely to live near highways, but it is not clear whether
this reflects highway location choices or subsequent migration decisions.
Brinkman and Lin (2016) provides some of the first systematic evidence
on this question and their work seems to support the hypothesis that
highways were targeted towards less successful areas.

Our model also suggested that abatement spending will be higher
when infrastructure is built near educated areas. We have no direct
measures of abatement spending, but we do find that more educated
states spend far more per mile of highway, which is an implication of the
model. We hope that future research will test this hypothesis more
thoroughly.

We also hope that future research will examine the impact of
centralized decision-making on the location of transportation spending.
Our model predicted that centralization will increase spending in areas
which receive a lot of outside visitors and decrease spending elsewhere.
This prediction appears to be supported by a comparison of the decen-
tralized US and the centralized UK which spends significantly in London,
its largest market for domestic visitors, and less elsewhere.

We end this paper by noting that the political economy of trans-
portation is important but understudied. Inattention and local nuisance
are two important factors in transportation, but they are far from the only
important aspects of this hugely important sector of the economy. We
hope that future research will provide a large body of research on this
important topic.
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Appendix
A.1. Proof of Propositions 1 and 2

From Equation (7), the comparative statics on il are immediate. Moreover, residents of the suburbs desire more investment than residents of the city
center (is > ic) if and only if:
� �

yz> ðqc � qsÞ 1þ λnrwr

1� nrwr
; (A1)

which is satisfied for all qs � qc. Residents of the rest of the country desire more investment than residents of the city center (ir > ic) if and only if qr > qcr
as defined in Proposition 2. Residents of the rest of the country desire more investment than residents of the suburbs (ir > is) if and only if qr > qsr as
defined in Proposition 2. The comparative statics on qcr and qsr are immediate.

A.2. Proof of Corollary 1 and Propositions 3, 10 and 13

Given the realization of the common shock Ψ, the fraction of residents of location l who vote for party R equals
1 1 � � � � � �� 

sRl ¼

2
þ
2ψ

kl½UlðiRÞ � UlðiDÞ� þ ð1� klÞ EUl eiR � EUl eiD � Ψ : (A3)
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Thus the realization of Ψ determines the number of ballots cast for each candidate: party R receives more votes than party D if and only ifX � � � � � ��

Ψ<

l

nl kl½UlðiRÞ � UlðiDÞ� þ ð1� klÞ EUl eiR � EUl eiD :
 (A4)

For any distribution of the unobservable common shockΨ, party R seeks to maximize the right-hand side, and party D to minimize it. This leads both
parties to solve the same problem:
X

maxi

l

nlklUlðiÞ: (A5)

This immediately implies Equation (9), the comparative statics in Corollary 1, and the measure of overinvestment in Proposition 3. Local decision-
making coincides with the limit case kr ¼ 0, which yields immediately Propositions 10 and 13.

A.3. Proof of Proposition 4

The share of informed voters in the city center is
kc ¼ 1� ð1� kNÞð1� ρkLÞð1� kCÞ; (A6)

in the suburbs it is
ks ¼ 1� ð1� kNÞð1� kLÞ (A7)

and in the rest of the country it is
kr ¼ kN : (A8)

Thus, kc > ks if and only if
kC > kC ≡
ð1� ρÞkL
1� ρkL

; (A9)

such that
∂kC
∂kL

¼ 1� ρ

ð1� ρkLÞ2
> 0>

∂kC
∂ρ

¼ �kLð1� kLÞ
ð1� ρkLÞ2

: (A10)

A.4. Proof of Proposition 5

From Proposition 3:
2

∂Ω
∂kc

¼ ncwc
64 qcP

l
klqlnlwl

� 1� λþ λ=ð1� nrwrÞ þ yz
ð1� λÞP

l
klnlwl þ λ

P
l≠r

klnlwl=ð1� nrwrÞ þ yzkcncwc

375; (A11)

such that
2 2
1
y

∂ Ω
∂kc∂z

¼ 1
z

∂ Ω
∂kc∂y

¼ � f½1� λþ λ=ð1� nrwrÞ�ksnsws þ ð1� λÞkrnrwrgncwc"
ð1� λÞP

l
klnlwl þ λ

P
l≠r

klnlwl=ð1� nrwrÞ þ yzkcncwc

#2 < 0 (A12)

and that ∂Ω=∂kc � 0⇔ ∂i=∂kc � 0 if and only if z � z ≡maxf0;ezg for
P

ez ≡ ð1� λÞ

l
klðqc � qlÞnlwl � λ½ksðqs � qcÞnsws þ krqrnrwr�=ð1� nrwrÞ

y
P
l≠c

klqlnlwl
; (A13)

such that ∂z=∂qc � 0, ∂z=∂qs � 0, ∂z=∂qr � 0 and ∂z=∂y � 0, while
∂ez
∂λ

¼ � nrwr

1� nrwr

ksðqs � qcÞnsws þ kr½qcð1� nrwrÞ þ qrnrwr�
y
P
l≠c

klqlnlwl
: (A14)

There is overinvestment (Ω > 0) if and only if
17
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ðks � krÞnsws ð1þ yzncwcÞqs �
�
1� λþ λ

�X
qlnlwl > ðkc �
"
1� nrwr l

#
krÞncwc

"�
1� λþ λ

1� nrwr

�X
l

qlnlwl � qc þ yz
X
l≠c

qlnlwl

#
;

(A15)

namely if and only if
" � � # 	

nsws

ncwc
ð1þ yzncwcÞqs � 1� λþ λ

1� nrwr

X
l

qlnlwl >
kC
kL

þ ρð1� kCÞ

"�

1� λþ λ

1� nrwr

�X
l

qlnlwl � qc þ yz
X
l≠c

qlnlwl

#
(A16)

Thus, there is overinvestment for kC ¼ 0 but underinvestment for kC ¼ 1 if and only if
P

z>ez1 ≡ ð1� λÞ

l
ðqc � qlÞnlwl � λ½ðqs � qcÞnsws þ qrnrwr�=ð1� nrwrÞ

y
P
l≠c

qlnlwl
(A17)

and
 P

z>ez2 ≡ λ½qrnrwr � ðqs � qcÞncwc�=ð1� nrwrÞ � ð1� λÞ

l
ðqs � qlÞnlwl

yqsncwc
(A18)

and
 P

ρ<Ξ ≡

nsws

ncwc

ð1þ yzncwcÞqs � ½1þ λnrwr=ð1� nrwrÞ�
l
qlnlwl

½1þ λnrwr=ð1� nrwrÞ�
P
l
qlnlwl � qc þ yz

P
l≠c

qlnlwl
<

1
kL
; (A19)

such that ∂Ξ=∂λ< 0< ∂Ξ=∂qr .
Let bz ≡maxf0;ez1;ez2g. Then ∂bz=∂qc >0, ∂bz=∂qs � 0 and ∂bz=∂y � 0. Moreover, ez1 ¼ ez⇔ ks ¼ kr and thus ez1 >ez for all ks > kr if qs � qc, which im-

plies ∂ez=∂ks < 0.

A.5. Proof of Proposition 6

From Proposition 3:
2

1
y
∂Ω
∂z

¼ 1
z
∂Ω
∂y

¼ ncwc
64 1
1þ yzncwc

� kc
ð1� λÞP

l
klnlwl þ λ

P
l≠r

klnlwl=ð1� nrwrÞ þ yzkcncwc

375 (A20)

and thus ∂Ω=∂z<0⇔ ∂Ω=∂y< 0 if and only if
kc � kr > ðks � krÞ ½ð1� λÞð1� nrwrÞ þ λ�nsws

ð1� λÞð1� nrwrÞð1� ncwcÞ þ λnsws
; (A21)

namely if and only if
kC
kL

þ ρð1� kCÞ> ½ð1� λÞð1� nrwrÞ þ λ�nsws

ð1� λÞð1� nrwrÞð1� ncwcÞ þ λnsws
; (A22)

such that the derivative of the right-hand side with respect to λ equals
nswsnrwrð1� nrwrÞ
½ð1� λÞð1� nrwrÞð1� ncwcÞ þ λnsws�2

> 0: (A23)

A.6. Proof of Proposition 7

From Equation (9), the implicit-function theorem yields:
P

∂i
∂λ

¼ l
klð1l¼r � nrwrÞnlwl

ΓT 00ðiÞyð1� nrwrÞ
P
l
klqlnlwl

: (A24)
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A.7. Proof of Proposition 8

From Proposition 3:
P

∂Ω
∂λ

¼ l
klð1l¼r � nrwrÞnlwlP

l
kl
�
1
N � λð1l¼r � nrwrÞ

�
nlwl þ yzkcncwcð1� nrwrÞ

: (A25)

With the parametrization in Equation (11):
∂Ω
∂λ

¼ ½kr � κkc � ð1� κÞks�ðN � 1Þ
ð1� λþ λNÞ½κkc þ ð1� κÞks� þ ð1� λÞðN � 1Þkr þ κyzkc

(A26)

and
2

∂ Ω
∂λ∂N

¼ ½kr � κkc � ð1� κÞks�½κkc þ ð1� κÞks þ κyzkc�
fð1� λþ λNÞ½κkc þ ð1� κÞks� þ ð1� λÞðN � 1Þkr þ κyzkcg2

: (A27)

A.8. Proof of Corollary 2

When qr ¼ z ¼ 0 and kc ¼ ks ¼ km Proposition 3 yields:
	 � � 


Ω ¼ �ln 1� ð1� λÞ 1� kr

km
nrwr (A28)

The parametrization in Equation (11) yields the result in Corollary 2.

A.9. Proof of Propositions 9 and 11

The efficient level of investment is attained in equilibrium if and only if local financing is λ� such that
P � P �P

l
klqlnlwlP

l
qlnlwl

¼
ð1� λ Þ

l
klnlwl þ λ

l≠r
klnlwl=ð1� nrwrÞ þ yzkcncwc

1þ yzncwc
; (A29)

or explicitly
 0P P 1

λ� ¼ 1þ yzncwc�

km � kr
�
nrwr

@ l
klqlnlwlP

l
qlnlwl

� l
klnlwl þ yzkcncwc

1þ yzncwc

A; (A30)

such that λ� 2 ½0;1� under the conditions given in Proposition 9. The comparative statics are given by
0P 1

1
z
∂λ�

∂y
¼ 1

y
∂λ�

∂z
¼ ncwc�

km � kr
�
nrwr

@ l
klqlnlwlP

l
qlnlwl

� kcA (A31)

and
 2 3

∂λ�

∂ki
¼ niwi

ðkm � krÞnrwr

4ð1þ yzncwcÞqiP
l
qlnlwl

� 1þ λ�
1i¼r � nrwr

1� nrwr
� yz1i¼c

5 (A32)

such that solving out:
 Q

∂λ�

∂kc
¼ �

ðks � krÞfqs � qc þ yz½qsð1� nrwrÞ þ qrnrwr�g
l
nlwl��

km � kr
�
nrwr

�2ð1� nrwrÞ
P
l
qlnlwl

; (A33)

Q

∂λ�

∂ks
¼

ðkc � krÞfqs � qc þ yz½qsð1� nrwrÞ þ qrnrwr�g
l
nlwl��

km � kr
�
nrwr

�2ð1� nrwrÞ
P
l
qlnlwl

(A34)
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and Q

∂λ� ¼

ðks � kcÞfqs � qc þ yz½qsð1� nrwrÞ þ qrnrwr�g
l
nlwl

:

∂kr

��
km � kr

�
nrwr

�2ð1� nrwrÞ
P
l
qlnlwl

(A35)

Local decision-making coincides with the limit case kr ¼ 0, which yields immediately Proposition 11.

A.10. Proof of Proposition 12

If kc > ks > kr then
P

lðkc � klÞqlnlwl > 0. Hence, federal decision-making can attain the first best iff
P

lklqlnlwl �
P

lklnlwl
P

lqlnlwl and moreover
8 P� � 9 P P P

z ≡max

<: l
kl � km qlnlwl

yncwc
P
l
ðkc � klÞqlnlwl

; 0
=; � z � z ≡ l

klqlnlwl �
l
klnlwl

l
qlnlwl

yncwc
P
l
ðkc � klÞqlnlwl

; (A36)

such that
 P Q

∂z
∂kr

¼ �
ðkc � ksÞðqs � qrÞ

l
qlnlwl

l
nlwl

y
	
ncwc

P
l
ðkc � klÞqlnlwl


2 < 0 for qs > qr (A37)

and if
P

lðkl � kmÞqlnlwl >0 then
� � P

∂ z
∂kr

¼
kc � km qrnrwr

l
qlnlwl

yncwc

	P
l
ðkc � klÞqlnlwl


2 > 0; (A38)

so in general ∂ z =∂kr � 0.
If ks/kc > 1 þ qrsr/(qsss) then

P
lðkc � klÞqlnlwl <0 for all kr � 0. Then federal decision-making can attain the first best iff

P
lðkm � klÞqlnlwl � 0

and moreover
8P P P 9 P� �

z ≡max

<: l
klnlwl

l
qlnlwl �

l
klqlnlwl

yncwc
P
l
ðkl � kcÞqlnlwl

; 0
=; � z � z ≡ l

km � kl qlnlwl

yncwc
P
l
ðkl � kcÞqlnlwl

; (A39)

such that
 � � P

∂z
∂kr

¼ �
km � kc qrsr

l
qlnlwl

yncwc

	P
l
ðkl � kcÞqlnlwl


2 < 0; (A40)

and if
P

lklnlwl
P

lqlnlwl >
P

lklqlnlwl then
P Q

∂ z
∂kr

¼
ðks � kcÞðqs � qrÞ

l
qlnlwl

l
nlwl

y
	
ncwc

P
l
ðkl � kcÞqlnlwl


2 > 0; (A41)

so in general ∂ z =∂kr � 0.
A switch to local decision-making reduces kr to zero. In both cases, this widens the range ½z ; z� and may even turn it from empty to non-empty given

that
P

lðkm � klÞqlnlwl � 0 is relaxed by lower kr, and so is
P

lklqlnlwl �
P

lklnlwl
P

lqlnlwl for all qr <
P

lqlnlwl.

A.11. Proof of Propositions 14 and 15

Proposition 14 follows immediately from Equation (21). Investment is decreasing in λ if and only if km > kr . If
P

lklnlql=ð
P

lnlqlÞ< kr < km then user
fees increase investment for all λ 2 ½0;1�. This is helpful if λ ¼ υ ¼ 0⇒Ω< 0, namely if
20
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l
klqlnlwlP < l

klnlwl þ yzkcncwc

:

P
l
qlnlwl

P
1þ yzncwc

(A42)

If
P

lklnlql=ð
P

lnlqlÞ> km > kr , then user fees reduce investment for all λ 2 ½0;1�. This is helpful if λ ¼ 1> υ ¼ 0⇒Ω>0, namely if
P

l
klqlnlwlP

l
qlnlwl

>
km þ yzkcncwc

1þ yzncwc
: (A43)

A.12. Proof of Proposition 16

In a local political equilibrium with user fees, overinvestment equals:
�� �

Ω ¼ ln

P
l≠r

klqlnlwlP
l
qlnlwl

� ln
υ
P
l≠r

klqlnl
P
l
qlnl þ ð1� υÞ½1� ð1� λÞnrwr�km þ yzkcncwc

1þ yzncwc
: (A44)

Thus, there is underinvestment for λL ¼ υ ¼ 0 if and only if
P

l≠r

klqlnlwlP
l
qlnlwl

<
km þ yzkcncwc

1þ yzncwc
; (A45)

and investment increases with user fees if and only if
P

l≠r

klqlnlP
l
qlnl

< km: (A46)

Both conditions are satisfied if and only if
8  ! 0P

qr > qr ≡max

<: 1
nrwr

1þ yzncwc

km þ yzkcncwc

X
l≠r

klqlnlwl �
X
l≠r

qlnlwl ;
1
nr
@ l≠r

klqlnl

km
�
X
l≠r

qlnl

1A9=;; (A47)

such that
 8 P Q 9

1
y
∂qr
∂z

¼ 1
z
∂qr
∂y

2
<:

ðks � kcÞ
l≠r

klqlnlwl
l≠r

nlwl

nrwrð1� nrwrÞ
�
km þ yzkcncwc

�2; 0=; (A48)

and
 8 Q

1
ks

∂qr
∂kc

¼ �1
kc

∂qr
∂ks

2
<:
ð1þ yzncwcÞ

l≠r
nlwl

nrwrð1� nrwrÞ
qc � qs½1þ yzð1� nrwrÞ��

km þ yzkcncwc

�2 ;
ncns

nrwrð1� nrwrÞ
qcws � qswc

k
2
m

9=; (A49)

A.13. Proof of Proposition 17

The only derivative that is not immediate is
∂z
∂kc

¼ �½1þ λnrwr=ð1� nrwrÞ �ksnsws þ ð1� λÞkrnrwr	
λkm þ ð1� λÞP

l
klnlwl


2 ncwcy
C00ðzÞ<0: (A50)

Efficient nuisance mitigation is attained if
λ ¼ λ�z ≡
ðkc � krÞðnsws þ nrwrÞ � ðks � krÞnsws

ðkc � krÞncwc þ ðks � krÞnsws

1� nrwr

nrwr
; (A51)

such that
21
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λ�z � 0⇔
kc � kr
ks � kr

� nsws

nsws þ nrwr

(A52)

and
λ�z � 1⇔
kc � kr
ks � kr

� 1; (A53)

with derivatives
�

∂λz
∂kc

¼ ðks � krÞnsws

½ðkc � krÞncwc þ ðks � krÞnsws�2
1� nrwr

nrwr
; (A54)

�

∂λz
∂ks

¼ � ðkc � krÞnsws

½ðkc � krÞncwc þ ðks � krÞnsws�2
1� nrwr

nrwr
(A55)

and
�

∂λz
∂kr

¼ ðkc � ksÞnsws

½ðkc � krÞncwc þ ðks � krÞnsws�2
1� nrwr

nrwr
: (A56)

A.14. Proof of Proposition 18

For ease of notation, denote
X

kτ ≡ λkm þ ð1� λÞ

l

klnlwl; (A57)

such that
∂kτ
∂λ

¼ nrwr

1� nrwr

X
l

ðkl � krÞnlwl: (A58)

When C(z) is isoelastic, Equation (24) admits the explicit solution
� � 1
z ¼ ζ
kτ
kc

Φ
ncwcy

1þζ

; (A59)

such that
∂z
∂λ

¼ 1
1þ ζ

z
kτ

∂kτ
∂λ

(A60)

and investment in mitigation is efficient if and only if kτ ¼ kc. Then Equation (25) becomes
X
ξ 1
ΓjT 0ðiÞjy
l

klqlnlwl ¼ kτ þ ð1þ ζÞ½kτΦðkcncwcyÞ �1þζ; (A61)

such that
ξ 1
∂i
∂λ

¼ �1þ ½Φðkcncwcy=kτÞ �1þζ

ΓT 00ðiÞyP
l
klqlnlwl

∂kτ
∂λ

(A62)

and investment in construction is efficient if and only if
P h i 1
Ω ¼ ln l
klqlnlwlP

l
qlnlwl

� ln
kτ þ ð1þ ζÞ kτΦðkcncwcyÞζ 1þζ

1þ ð1þ ζÞ
h
ΦðncwcyÞζ

i 1
1þζ

¼ 0: (A63)
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The optimum ði�; z�Þ can be attained if and only if

k � k q n w
c r

k � k
¼ s s s

q n w þ q n w
;

s r s s s r r r
(A64)

which is certainly in [nsws/(nsws þ nrwr),1] if 0 � qr � qs. If (kc � kr)/(ks � kr)<qsnsws/(qsnsws þ qrnrwr) then z � z�⇒i> i�. If (kc � kr)/(ks � kr) >
qsnsws/(qsnsws þ qrnrwr) then i � i�⇒z> z�.
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